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Solvation forces which play an important rote in clay swelling, 
can be studied using computer simulations on a model system with a 
variable volume. Two types of simulations, Monte Carlo and 
Molecular Dynamics, were used on a generalized grand canonical 
ensemble dependent only on chemical potential and temperature. 
One major difficulty involved in the Monte Carlo simulation is 
creating conditions where the system will vary its volume to obtain 
the configuration of the lowest energy at a particula- chemical 
potential and temperature. Attempts to improve this system by 
increasing the run length, changing dimensions of the system, or 
moving more than one particle at a time only produced limited 
improvements. Future improvements might be made by increasing 
temperature or compressing the molecules when the system 
dimensions change. The major problem with the Molecular Dynamics 
is noise in the system. This system may be improved by changing 
the area of the walls or increasing the length of the runs. 
Improvements on these systems must be made before meaningful, 
quantitative relationships can be obtained between solvation force 
and its thermodynamic definition.
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When a pressure is applied to many thin layers of clay, they 
may expand, contrary to intuition. This phenomenon is known as 
clay swelling. The degree of swelling depends upon the applied 
pressure, bulk temperature, and system used. In one case, layers 
swelled over 4000% 111. Although these forces have been observed, 
the cause of this strange phenomenon is unknown.
One proposed explanation of clay swelling is that the liquid 
particles between the clay layers, which are aligned in a packing 
structure, add to their layers with more liquid particles. For this 
expansion to occur, the liquid particles must exert a force on the clay 
layers. For the liquid particles to maintain this structure, the space 
between the clay layers must adjust themselves to be an integral 
number of particles in length, as shown in figure 1. With the ability 
of liquid particles to flow into the spaces complete layers of the 
aligned liquid are to form. For swelling, the resulting liquid structure 
contains more liquid particles between the layers than the initial 
liquid form when less pressure was applied. The clay layers may 
also shrink in thickness, if the liquid layer contains fewer particles. 
To obtain or maintain these structures the liquid must exert a force 
on the clay layers. This force is known as the solvation force.
The strength of the solvation force oscillates and decays as the 
distance increases between the solid layers, as indicated in the figure
2. This is in agreement with the fact that the degree of expansion of 
the layers depends upon the applied pressure. To study the
therm odynamics of this system , data is needed at various
separations in the layers of clay or at various applied pressures.
Although the general nature of these forces have been studied,
few attempts have been made to link solvation forces to any
observable, macroscopic phenomenon. This is due, in large part, to 
the complex nature of the experiments. Preliminary studies used a 
surface forces apparatus to measure the solvation forces |2 |. This 
apparatus studied clay swelling at a molecular level, since the layer 
of liquid and clay are only several molecule diameters apart. 
Computational experiments can study molecular phenomenon with
greater ease, and also allow for experimentation on theoretic
systems, such as a two dimensional system.
This study applied computer simulations of a generalized
canonical ensemble to investigate the possible relationship of 
solvation forces to clay swelling. Two kinds of simulation were used: 
Monte Carlo (MC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD). MC relics upon the
random movement of particles, while MD moves particles according
to the forces acting upon them.
COMPUTER SIMULATION THEORY
Computer simulations mimic teal experiments by taking 
models derived from experiments and applying them to idealized 
systems. Thus, the computer simulations are only as good as the 
models that go into them. However, if the models are sound, 
computer simulations can be useful in ways that real experiments 
cannot be.
One of the main advantages of computer simulations is the 
ability to study systems on a molecular level. In the case of MD, the 
results may even present a visual representation of the how 
individual molecules in a system progress from one state to the next. 
Another advantage is the ability to perform experiments on systems 
which are not truly physically realizable, such as two dimensional 
systems. Computer simulations can also provide a comparison 
between theoretical and experimental results. These can be used to 
check the accuracy of the theory.
Two basic types of simulations exist: \1C and Ml). Their main 
difference is the way that each system moves individual particles. 
These these systems are often applied to the same model, even 
though they achieve the same result, because they each have their 
distinctive advantages.
Monte Carlo
MC simulations rely upon the randomness to simulate 
movement of particles. This is done by choosing a particle at random 
and replacing it in another location. The new system energy is
I!
evaluated and compared to that of the old configuration. If the new 
energy is less than the old, the move is accepted. If, however, the 
system energy increases, it is only accepted part of the time, 
depending upon the magnitude of energy change and the Boltzmann 
distribution. If this configuration is rejected, the old configuration is 
adopted. This sequence occurs over and over again, moving only one 
particle at a time. Eventually, the system will come to a dynamic 
equilibrium |3 |.
Although this process of moving one particle at a time may 
appear slow, results using this type of simulation are often attained
rather quickly By only moving one particle at a time, the overall 
system energy is recalculated quickly, since only the potential 
energies involving the particle will need to be recalculated. The 
program used for these experiments stores the potential energies 
between the particles which have not moved, subtracts die potential 
energy caused by the moved particle, ;»r.J adds the new potential 
energies. The rate the experiment progresses also depends upon the
nature of the system. \s will be shown, MC simulations hinder the 
progress of seme systems.
Modular Pynamin
MD uses the calculated potential energies of the molecules to 
calculate the forces they exert upon each other to move the
individual particles. By making use of the distance between a 
particle to its neighbors and the 6-12 Lcnnard-Joncs potentials, the 
forces acting upon each particle can be calculated. From these forces,
|pje- current velocities can be calculate#, When actually moving the 
a 0 .« e  set in iteUfotiwtifc ^  catettl^s# velocity for a short 
time interval, about 10' ** seconds, which is shorter than the time 
between collisions. Alter this time, the forces, an# subsequently the 
velocities are recalculated |3 |,
As mentioned before, this system can provide a realistic 
picture of how the individual molecules move with in a system. This 
is valuable for systems where a change gradually occurs and data of 
the transformation is desired. It does, however, have the problem of 
being much slower than MC for most systems, as energies for all 
particles must be recalculated after each time step.
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6E  THEORY
The basic types of simulations are applied with various 
canonical ensembles to model the desired system. For example, a 
closed system might be applied with the microcanonical or canonical 
ensemble. To model the clay swelling problem, a generalized
canonical ensemble is used. It is defined by chemical potential, \ir 
and temperature, T, only. The volume of each individual subsystem 
in a clay swelling problem must be allowed to fluctuate at various 
applied pressures, which is defined by p and T.
This generalized ensemble is derived from the grand canonical 
ensemble. The grand canonical ensemble defines its subsystems 
with the parameters p, T, and V. Its partition function is given below 
in equation (I) below:
mm XT1
a==l s l , e
To simulate this canonical ensemble on a computer, a particle 
reservoir must be available. The computer creates a particle 
reservoir, allowing particles to enter ; d exit the system, by random 
creation and destruction of particles, similar to the MC system of 
moving a particle. A move is first selected at random, either 
creation, destruction. If it selects to create a particle, one is placed in 
a random location. To destroy, a randomly chosen particle is
removed from the system. Next, the new system energy is 
calculated.
The generalized partition function (2), which excludes the 
dependence on the volume, is derived by integrating the grand 
canonical partition function over the volume. It is written with Uext; 
£2, the grand potential; and S , the grand canonical partition function 
of an open system with fixed plate separation.
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(2)
From the generalized partition function (2), and the normal 
probability function, P (h)=V ' I e P ^  extc - | j n > the average plate
separation is derived and given in equation (3) |4 |.
=<h) = JdhhP(h)
Monte Carlo
The system investigated with the MC simulations is shown in 
figure 3. It consists of two fixed walls, walls 1 and 2, partitioned by 
a moving one, wall 3. Initially, the moving wall is placed very close
to fixed wall I, and liquid adsorbs between them. Liquid also 
adsorbs all other walls. Bulk fluid fills the rest of the space, and a 
density diagram of this system is shown in figure 4.
This system represents the layers of clay separated by liquid. 
Walls 1 and 2 are analogous to clay layers, with liquid adsorbed
between them. The space between the moving wall and fixed wall 2  
is filled with gas to simulate an applied pressure. The distance 
between walls 2 and 3 is assumed to be sufficiently large, as not to 
cause any extra interactions between walls.
The objective of this simulation was to determine the 
cquiliorium position of the moving wall at various applied pressures. 
The wall should eventually move to a position giving the 
configuration with the lowest energy. From previous calculations 
performed using density functional theory, many local minima exist 
at an integral number of particle diameters. This is consistent with 
the energy minima of the solvation forces. By running these MC 
simulations, the global minimum was hoped to be found.
The simulations set the chemical potential, temperature, and 
initial wa'I position for our system without any particles present. By 
fixing these parameters, liquid adsorbs between walls I and 3, and a 
pressure develops between walls 2 and 3. Wall 3 moves in the same 
manner as all other moving particles in this system. First a random 
distance and direction are selected, the wall is moved, the new 
energy is calculated, and the move is either accepted or rejected. 
Molecular Dynamics
The system used for the MD simulations is shown below in 
figure 5a. It consists of a two dimensional system, with one fixed 
wall and one moving. A constant pressure applied to the moving 
wall replaces the gas molecules of the other system. This external 
pressure is set at (he bulk values determined by the specified u and
T. It should still be the same as in the MC system. Initially, all the 
particles in the system are bulk, unpacked liquid. Due to the applied 
pressure, the walls should move close to each other and the particles 
should form structured liquid layers between the two walls, as 
shown in figure 5a-b.
Here again, this system is modeled after the clay swelling 
phenomenon. The walls are clay layers, and the liquid particles will 
eventually compress to the structured liquid layers between them. 
From this system, it is hoped that the clay swelling phenomenon may 
be linked to solvation forces.
The objective of this simulation is the same as the MC 
simulations: to determine the equilibrium position of the moving
wall at various applied pressures. These simulations set |i ,  T, initial 
wall position, ar.d applied pressure, calculated from ji and T.
Movement in this system is as described in the theory section 
with the mobile wall moving like all other particles in this system. 
The applied force of the molecules on the wall is weighed against the 
calculated pressure against the wall and moved accordingly. The 
system still contains the particle reservoir, so the program interrupts 





The nature of some thermodynamic properties as related to the 
solvation forces were obtained from the results of the MC 
simulations. Diagrams of these relationships are given in the 
Appendix. These graphs only provide general information about the 
relationship of solvation forces to its thermodynamic definition. This 
lack of specificity about the relationship is due to problems with this 
type of simulation.
Lack of movement by the wall is the main cause of problems 
with this type of simulation. From observing the relationship of the 
average wall position at various initial wall distances, it is evident 
that the wall always moves to the nearest local minimum and 
remains trapped there. In addition, the ratio of accepted wall moves 
to movement attempts (1:100) indicates that the wall is not moving 
much at all. This lack of movement is caused by the liquid particles 
adsorbed to the wall. Whenever the wall attempts to move, even
slightly, it experiences a huge increases potential energy from the 
changing distance between the wall and the particles on both sides of 
the wall. Since the probability of acceptance of such a move is small, 
the wall rarely moves. Therefore, the system is easily trapped in 
local minima with no guarantee of finding the global minimum 
corresponding to the equilibrium position. In order to overcome this 
difficulty, several experiments were performed.
The first experiment proposed the solution to this problem 
might involve increasing the length of each run. This should mean 
more wall move attempts, and more wall moves. Howcvet, even 
after increasing the number of overall moves to five million, the wall 
remained fixed. Increasing the number of overall moves for this 
system is not practical, as it takes an IBM mainframe computer 
approximately 20 hours to complete this chore.
A second experiment proposed a solution involving changing 
the area of the walls. A smaller system should move much faster, 
since it experiences a smaller increase in potential energy over the 
same distance as a larger one. Caution must be used when changing 
the area of the walls, as a larger system, although slower, is more 
realistic. A wall with a surface area of one particle may move 
rapidly, but is of no real value.
A final experiment proposed moving all the particles adsorbed 
on to the wall along with the wall. This was done by moving the 
particles adsorbed to the walls the same distance as the wall moved. 
Although this worked to increase the number of accepted wall 
moves, complications arose from particle overlap. The moved 
particles were sometimes placed over existing particles causing high 
increases in energy. Thus, an additional modification was added, 
which moved any particles which might get overlapped on to the 
outside of the liquid layer. This however, goes against the MC 
principle of movements based on complete randomness. So although
11
it allows for sufficient wall movement, it is theoretical unsound and 
can not be applied.
Molecular Dynamics
Few results were obtained from the MD experiments. One
relationship which was developed is the one between plate 
separation of Omega Total. This is shown in figure 6. This graph 
contains a lot of system noise, and subsequent studies attempted to 
reduce it, in order to obtain a better relationship.
The first experiment changed the size of the wall. This was the 
most logical variable choice to remove system noise, since it was 
found to be the culprit in early attempts to run the system which 
had failed. In a two dimensional system, the wall size becomes very 
important. Each particle hitting the wall can have a significant
impact on the overall force the wall feels, if the length is too short. A 
system of this type will be unstable and the wall will shift its 
position every time a collision occurs. This experiment measured the 
solvation force at various wall sizes. The results of this experiment 
are shown in table A.
Table A: Results of the Wall Size Experiments__________ ____t
___________ Initial Separation 1.3_______
.Size Omega., Total N Step ■
25 -0 .022509 100,000
50 -0.098363 100,000
75 -0.090494 100,000
100 -0 .034089 100,000
The number of steps taken should increase as the area increases
until the proper number of steps taken can be found.
1 2
The next variable looked at was the length of run. It is 
possible that the system has not reached a stable equilibrium by the 
time the final data was recorded. More time allotted to reach this
I 3
point might produce a relationship with less noise. From the table B
given below it it evident that the system ’>a:s not sufficiently
stabilized by 100,000 moves. Two sets of data were run, one at un
initial separation of 1.3 diameters, I:he other at 2.7 diameters.
Continuing the experiment will yield the optimal number of moves.
Table B: Results of Run Length Experiments
Initial Separation 1.3 Initial Separation: 2/7
. N. Step Omega Total N. Step Omega Total
10,000 -0.103076 10,000 -0.022391
40,000 -0.088030 40,000 -0.011526
60,000 -0.092359 60,000 -0.011866
80,000 -0.098469 80,000 -0.015887
100,000 -0.101076 100,000 -0.024118
CONCLUSION
1 4
Before the existence of a link between solvation forces and clay 
swelling can be determined, the computational experiments need to 
greatly improved. Difficulties with these simulations have prevented 
the discovery of this link.
The MC simulations seem to be especially difficult. They may 
not be good for the moving wall system. The moving wall needs the
particles to move in concert with the wall, if it is to move to another 
local minimum. However, this problem might be overcome by 
working out a solutions of some combinations of new or investigated
solutions.
The results from the molecular dynamics are promising.
Investigations into the actual length and wall area should be 
continued to determine if this is a feasible option of study.
One drastic alternative, which might improve the simulations is 
to devise a new way of thinking about this problem. The programs
used for the variable volume systems were not specifically designed 
to handle these systems. These programs are simply modified 
versions of already existing programs. Perhaps a new approach, can 





MC simulations may not be good for these moving wall 
simulations. Perhaps another system can be designed to study the 
thermodyamics of clay swelling, which will encounter fewer 
problems. A system similar to the one used in molecular dynamics 
will only have particles on one side of the wall, which will eliminate 
the biggest problem with these simulations. However, improvements 
can be made on the current system, and suggestions for 
improvements include increasing the temperature of the system, 
compressing the particles in a pressure wave, or any combination of 
the current improvements or new ones.
One experiment which might be tried is reducing the 
dimensions of this system. This change should speed up the 
calculations. The system must calculate the energy between each 
particle, all of its neighbors, and the wall. This slows the calculations 
considerably. Reducing the number of dimensions will reduce the 
particles and speed up calculations. However, although simitar, the 
results will not be the same as a three dimensional system. The size 
effects of a two dimensional system are also greater, so this must 
also be adjusted if this solution is applied.
Another experiment, which offers a potential solution to 
speeding up this system, is significantly increasing the temperature. 
The change in temperature will increase the average number of 
higher state energies that will be accepted, since the Boltzmann
distribution depends on the temperature. This may produce a 
system where the moving wall is very unstable. Although the wall 
may not remain in the same position for long periods of time, the 
global minimum energy configuration can be determined from the 
most frequent wall position.
Perhaps the best solution to this problem is a modification on 
the solution which proposed moving all the particles attached to this 
wall along with the wall. This would require a realistic compression 
of all the gas particles, which could be rather complex. However, it 
would increase the average number of accepted wall moves, and 
prevent the wall from being trapped in a local minimum. One
potential problem with this system is that the wall may only move in 
one direction, towards the far wall. Moving the particles along with 
the wall helps only when there is space to move the particles, and 
which makes the compression of particles is easy. A move towards 
the liquid side would involve the somewhat less likely compression 
of liquids.
A combination of these solutions may also provide the key to 
producing a system which works well. Although many of these 
solutions were tried, none of them were tried in conjunction with 
others. Since each may help just a little, a combination of changes 
may provide enough help to get this system working effectively. 
Molecular Dynamics
MD may be the best way to approach a system with variable 
volume. Since all of the molecules move at the same time as the
16
wall, movements are much easier to make. However, the studies of 
wall area and run length should be completed before determining 
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1APPENDIX A: COMPUTER PROGRAM USED 
FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
PROGRAM UWALL
C OCMC SIMULATION Op’ t  U  tyMtin hrt*«n i»o pUMf *»U*
C ua< DOUBLE PRECISION vmion t m  thr 
C 10 4 polfMil t i l  WkIUki w«d Qanfef
C
C
C THIS PROGRAM USES THE METHOD OF DI ADAMS 
C MOLPHYS (I474K 2t. 1241. H«7S>. 2», *07 
C
C THIS VERSION SIMULATES A BULK FLUID 
C THE ••TOTAL** THEM POT/KPS IS INPIT 
C
C ALL EXTRANEOUS GOTOS HAVE BEEN REMOVED 
C AND BLOCK STRUCTURES SUBSTITUTED .
C
C PRANK VAN SROLS LINKED CEI LS ADDED M21/R7 BKP 
C
CCCCCCCCCCCrCCCCCCCCCCCCCX'CCCCCCTCCCCCCCCCCCTUI (T  
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c
PARAMETFJKWART»204I.MP' 256.MQ 27.NHMAX 1000)




com m on /av era o / EsuB.»-rmT.NPsuB.Ninr>T.XNpnor.xM :si a
* ZWI.T.7T.ZWLSIB
com m on /avkragj/RASUB.R«rOT.R I2SUB.R irmT.RASUM.RI 2SUM.PCONF COMMON/BOX/ VOL.HL.IO.J COMMON/ACCI3PT/ CACC*,MACT.DACC.WMACC COMMON/DESTRCVNTOl COMMC*N/CUPDATE/MSUH.MT(rr COMMONA1ROB/SUMN(NI‘AKn C OMMON/LIN K S A. IN K El)
COMMfiN/BTABLFJNaXLlMP.MOi.NEIGIEMPi.LOMPt.l INKtNPAE n.inM* 
ART|.
♦ XN!..YNLJNUNI.X.Nl V.Nl,/.NI'na I iMPhM.lNL* 





C SET ACCUMULATORS TO ZERO Sl*| IW AH T VAITES |< *
C CONTROLLING PARAMETERS








































C READ IN DATA FOR THIS RUN 








C RKAD< I,*) SIOMAFKtiPSFF
C VOL IS VOLUMEZIKlMAEV** 1 
C SIOMAFFJPSFF POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 
C TSTAR - TEMPERATURE. IN UNITS OF KB OVER IJ'SIl ( »N
C WHERE SKiMA.IFSIl.ON ARE THE LENNARD JONES PARAMETERS
HAVING UNIT
C OE LENGTH AND ENERGY AND KB IS BOLTZMANNS CONSTANT 
C CHPOT CONFIGURATIONAL C'HEIM PcrT/EIPSFF 
C RFVC MU OVER TSTAR PLUS LCKRNPaV)
C WIIIRK MU IS THE EXCESS CHIMICAl. PCnENTIAI AND NPAV
c  is n il. average: number o f  pa r t t l e s  in the: system
C PSMIET MAXIMUM COORDINATE: SHIFT IN UNITS OF SIGMA
C
C rALCULATE: ACTUAL CHEMR'Al POTENTIAL (CiVER KPMUWSi,
C II 6 6262ii J4 







c ciipot TorriiEMPor tstar*i •looixlamdair
C SET HALF BOX LENGTH IN UNITS OF SIGMA AND CALCULATE BEAT 
( •» •» ••••••••••• H1.MVOIAI i**)! /« )
HI Xkngih/20 
Z4.2 IkflgiWtkngih 
ZMVWL = /MVW1A1I Z.1.2 
» n i* 7 ,v  142 .*12 
BE AC' CHPOTTSTAR .I.CKR VCR.,(
C RIAD IN CONTROLLING PARAMETERS EC* THIS RUN 
READtl.*) NSTART.NEO.NSUB.NMAX 
RIAD/I.*) KSTART.KC'ON.NINC 
RlAD( I.•» LINKED 
IM (NKI DiHII.N 
RIAI* l.») M X.NLV.NI Z 
INDIE
( NTcn TOTAL NO OF STTFS SO EAR IN THIS RUN) 0 FoR FIRST 
mill
C Ni o  NO c* STIRS IN EQUILIBRATION 
( NS1 B NO OF SW S  PER SUB AVERAGE 
(' NMAX E1NAL NO OR STEPS RE.QI (RED 
( KSTART SPEZTE1E.S SETUP OE INITIAL CONFIG1 RATION
t 0 . START EROM A SINGLE PART* LE
C I ............OLD SET OF COORDINATES (NEW RUN)
C 2 ....................................  fCONTIN 1IATION RUN.
C
C 4 , SW F SUBMITTING UON’ITNUATION RUN
C
( NcHTv THAT THE. COMMAND HUE. C ON tROI I ING THIS.RUN MUST 
t CHANGE THE. OLD OUTFIT FILE To Till: INPUT FILE.C
( KC ON I IF INOIAI AND FINAL COORDINATES ARK T«» HE PRINTED 
c io /m iiRw isi-)c
C NWC NUMBER of STIRS TO do  IN nil* SE2F SUBMIT 
{■ C«WVTIN» ATICW RUNc(cc
C CHECK CONTROLLING PARAMETERS
C IF THIS IS THE: FIRST JOB.NIvQ MUST BE A MUL TIW F G»- NSUB 
IF(MOD(NE:0.NSUBt NE101 THEM 
STOP * NEQ MUST BE A MUI.T1PIJ OF NSUB'
FXDIF
C
C CAI.CUIA71: IN THAI. VARIABLES 
RCUT 2S




< RCTT MIN)2 S.lfl i.INTjCNAI. l1O n.vnA I. CUTOFF IN UNITS OF 
SICiMA




C’ C A i m  A ll ONE EOIR’IH OE THI PAIR INI ROY AT RCUT 
C ENERGY IS IN UNITS OE EJ'SILONiRE-SSURL IS IN ' NITS OE 
C SIGMA CUBED OVIR PPSII ON 
RCft J <VRCUT**«
E O T  RC6»(RC6 I 0)
ECIT4 4 0*ECUT<'







WRrm7.*)‘ i. x. i y, i z . x l in g t h . yLen gth , zl in g t ii
WRITE47.*)' DEJ 1A Z.ZLENCirH/NHlSTC
C OBTAIN INITIAL CGNEI'GI RATION ALL X. Y.AND Z COORDINATES 
C *.Ah  IN UNITS OE- HI
c these a u n t s  set up for the different starting 3
Al.TWINATIVES
c
IFdCSTARTEQ 0) THEN 
CALL ONE 
w u rm ^ io )
ENDIF
C ............... ....... .........
tFdtSTAKT BQ 1> THIN 
READ <!*) NP 
do 123 1*1. up 
READa*) X<I>.Y<D7U)
I2l ta w m  
w u rm u io )
EMOtFc ..... ..... ....
IF(KSTARTKQ2) THEN 
READ<2,*) NP 











C CHECK THE RESTART FILE BY COMPARING ITS NTOT WITH HO 
NTOT
C INPUTTED ABOVE.IP THEY DIPPER. STOP THE RI N
IRN START NE. NTOT (* t ) STOP RETT ART PAII.KD STOPPfNO SOW'
C
C CHECK IP INPUT NKQ IS NOT APPROPRIATE To THIS RUN
WNEQEQNTOTI) STOP NKQ MUST BE DIFFERENT THAN VIOTr
w R im u so )
INDIP
c .. ........ ;.............
IF0CSTART EQ4) THIN 
C
C IF WB ARE HERE. THIS IS A Sll.E SUBMIT JOB
» m  a * )  np
do I2IS 1*1, up 
(Mill.*) X(I).Y(I).Z<I>
I2)S CkdNHMd
IMS a * )  OTOT.ESUB.Renm,R6SUB.Rl2TOT.Rl2St;n 
NS* (4*) NlOrri,NPTOT,NPSUB,XNP2TDT.*np2nil>.N('.NM.NI)
Ml# (*.*) CACCJHACC,DACC.MTOT 
IMS (2.*)
iMd a * )  sssd
c
C CHECK TO SEE V  INPUT FILE IS COMPATIBLE WOT) CONTkoi 
C PARAMfflWS
IF (MODllNTaTI NTOD.NlNn NE 0» THEN 




C THIS PART CHHCKS THE FINAL NliMBER OF STEPS FOR 
C CONSISTENCY AND SETS NMAX FOR THIS RUN TO
C NINC MORE STEPS THAN TIK FINAL NTOT FOR THE LAST RUN 
C
IP (NMAX an. (NTOT. NINO) THEN 
NMAX*NTOT»NINC
else








C OUTPUT INITIAL CONROURATION
wRrrvruio)






C INITIALIZE SUMS FOR ENERGY AND VRUL 
CALL CONFIG
C
C SET IS* LINKED CELLS 
IF(LINKED)THKN






BHXXX LT.RCUDSTOPTOO MANY CELLS IN X DIRECTION 
JF(YYY LTRCUDSTOPTOO MANY CELLS IN Y DIRECTION 
I p l  LTRCUDSTOPWO MANY CELLS IN l  DIRECTION'
ENDIF
C OUTPUT HKADINOS
WRITE(T«E*|' CUMULATIVE AVERAOES I*. MMgy. (m iiiti' 
WRITWTT,•)' SUB AVERAGES (». #wrgy. pim m f




WRfTF^ TR*)' NTOT «NP>-> « l ! 0 >  « J» »  < < B IW |» ' 
WRITBTT.V NTOT <NP> <UO <P> <ZMVWL>











C END OF BMITIA1. SECTION SIM 11 ATION STARTS HERE
DO NTOT NSTART.N MAX
C










c rrs t m e : to  pr in tc
























C CALCULATE SUBAVERAOES 






ZWI.A V«ABS(m.2 *EWLA V)*HL)
ASPRES>(ASNP*TSTaR *• N2*RI2SUB RASUBi/MSUBtATR
IFiNrOTEO NEQ) THEN
V
C ZERO TOTALS FOR ACCEPTANCE RATIOS AND ToTAl.S IF











































































































































ca lc u la te  m l is m a n n  pactor 
*9ouuommau>jmimttA*> 
vmmKz.tm.MAmtBBD)) 7m*


















C THIS ROUTINE DKITROYS ONE MftTrL&rHaSKN AT KASlxtM 11H 
C D U lU C ntW  It OtVtW A MODMKJ! IIOtTZMA V< CHAM I «  




RASi:*jwtWJU)*URAirnrrj m u m .r lis t m etonf 
ra^ oN /cooR D t/ xtNPAirn.Y<Ni»Ak‘n,z<NPAiiT,
mmawmmv
nTAt.NPJCmlrUT.RFAr.NPMAX./J.lZM VWL















CALL EN1PG< IDKLTA.KAK 12 *
ENDff
e  CALCULATE RATIO c r  MINUS ENERGY CMANUK »iN
DESTRUCTION
C TO « V im i THERMAL ENERGY
RATIO-DELTA/TSTARC
BYRATTOORREAO THEN
C DEtTRICnON ACCEPTEDCHIE'K THAT NP WILL
m ix  RE


































C DEXTRUmON REJf/TID ENME 
REP TIN 
END
c c c c c c c c c c c c t c t c c c c c c c c  c c c c r r c c c c c c r c c c t u c c c c c c c c
c c c c c x c c c c c x r c r c c c c c c c
c
SUEROUtlNB WAiXMOV&SEED.WLS) f
C THIS ROlfTWE MOV,S ONE PaRTRII-CIIOSKN AT RANDOM THE 
MOVE
r  IS GIVEN THE USUAL RIR.1VMANN CHANCE Op BEING AWTJTTID 
C
PAR AMETI5UNPAR T 2041,
IMHJCTT RKALMiA II.O /,
COMMON/AVERAG2/
khSUB.R<rrOTAIIIUB.Rl2Tof.RftS« MAI2SUMJCONE 
COMMON/COORDS/ X, NEAR T>,Y(NPART>.Zi NEAR T> 
COMMON/PARAMS/
nTAR.WACtrra.BruT.BEAc.NCMAX.zi z / mvwi 
(OMMON/RftiU V0L.HL.HL2 
COMMON/RMCOR/ XT.YT./T 







i  CALCULATE ENERGY OE SYSTEM WITH THE WALL IN PREAFXt 
i tu r r io
lllLIN ICED,THEN





C SHIFT CaORDftiATt* OF THE WAI L 
/y v w i Ot D-ZMVWI
ZMV W1. ZM VW1.0LD♦ WT 5*, 2 0*RANRSEED» I 0,





K/ll> IT fZMSmoi.D.J*l)tF,( AND ,/Gi OT<ZMVWJ.fR.l)»I)1F*,„THFN 









IFhZ(I) LTIZMVWXIX.D. DIF'H ANlxZGi Ot (Z.MVWI.OI.D
DIF*mTHHN
m  Wi*7UVm. 2MVWLOLDSMPOF
END DO
C
c  calcu la te  system  w rm  th e  wall in  rrs  new  co sm o N
IF(LINKEDiTHEN










WOVc uxm  m win energy
fPtBMBW t T y n  f>) tHBH






C CALCULATE BOLTZMANN FACTOR 
RMLZ-RXftlliaLD BdBW/rfrAR)
IF<RBatXQE.RANF< SEED» TWX














c  THIS ROUTIM- CALCULATES THE ENERGY «* M l'A V ’l « >N «* I HI 
WAIXS
C WITH AU PARTIHJiS LX* THIS AFTER AN ATI! .Mi'll I- WAII 
MOVE
C
PARAMETER (NPART *»•» 
iM pi.rrr real*na  h .o i >
COMMOMCOORDS/ XlNPART..V(Nl'ARr>./<M‘ART.
COMMONS ARAMS/








w i-w o fr
RETURN
END
c c c c c r r c c r c c c c r c c c c c c c T c r c r c r c r s r n f  c c r < (  r r c  < ( i <c 




C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE ENERGY OF INTERACTION c* 
PAR-nCLEI

















r sq - m
WORK t
C ___  nwmal Arid
UEXT»VEXT(jm
C















C RSQ IS •  SQUARED W UNITS OF SIGMA \QUARED
C




RTWKL VE. R SIX*R SIX
r
w m t i  OT ZMVWL* NPTOJ 5 I 
NTMTE - NPOSI • NPOSI 














e d e i j  KANci.-rnirnc
V MULT RY POUR TO «PT HUT. ENERGY 




C C Ct'lTf C CC'CCCt( v e t  t<TC<’<■<•(•< ( X T iX T C C V V C tT t'iT V V V W V
( T C C c c r c T c r c c c c c c c c c tx
t
SI BROUTINE EMRGI.i MJJ.I AJ-1.
V
V THIS RomNP. UAICI tUSTTiS TTti EMROY <# INTPRArnoN UP 
PARTX I.K I
< WHH AU. PARTril-S I NR I WITHBN A REDUCED UI ST AMT. RCMT 
(d I
C
PA*AR8m*lWART .2MSJMP 2SA.MQ P i 
iM PLrrr reai.*s<a h .o z >
UOMMON/A VERAfi 2/
R ASI ?R.R«OTJI I2SUR.R l2TOT.RASt!M,R 12SUM.NONP 
rOMMOSA-OORDS/ XlSTART).Y(NPARTl./iNPAR Tt
uommona>aram &/






»XNl.. YNi n/NL.NI. X.N'1. V.M./.NWP3J ^  MI’i.N 1.2.NL I 
EXTERNAL vbxt r




r rilrrMi Mid caMnMtMi*
« ext  v tx r r c n
t
C WHAT CELL ARP. W|: WIT
C RHCALL OUR UNITS ARE PROM 1 TO I IN Al l DIRIITTONS 
IX » NT( (XT* I I •  <0 S*XNL> i * I 
IY - IVTllYT.I ) • <0 5*VNU>
IZ * INTI (ZT.I )*  (0$*ZNL> i 
IP » IX ‘ M.XHY . Nt.2*K
C
C LOOP OVER UEU.S 
DO NULSrisMipl
C P r x  A NEJtiHMBUM. CELL AND OET THE. FIRST PAR TR EE IN IT 
1P*NCHLMIP,NI»




C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PARTICLE IN TMS CEI4.
(Prl-NRI) THEN 
C





C MINMUM OMAOE CONV»dTION
DX'DX 2 0*WTrDX)
DV.DY TIHINTlDYl
4..*.**«..«.**«**. DZ DZ ?. 0*INT(DZi
RSQ-(DK*DX«DVDY.DZ-DZ|-HLJ









OCT next PARm.K in this c« ,i.
J.LWIUI)
*<JBQ.LaUP))OOTO i






MULT BY FOUR TO OCT TRUE EJB-ROY 
Btf-4 0«fif *  UEXT
RETURN
BND




C THIS RGUTftE CALCl-TATES THE CoNTRHirilONS Ol TIUmmaff
C CONEIGURATKft TU THE AVERAOEO rt«XlXI!l s 
r  A J OT I SUMMATION OVER PAIR:* IS I SCI)
C
PARAMETER (NPART * 2041)
MPLKTT REAL*S(A H.OZi














ExnatNAL W H -D ctw ix im m oN
UCTTSUM-00 
DO II UIJNP
VIEXTSUM « UKXTSUM * VEXTlZU,,
CONTINUE
BftD*NPt





START OP LOOP OVER J 
DOJ.IKOBt.NP




C MINMUM MADE CONVENTIONox-m i.o>tcnDXj
DV.DYIO»tfnDY>
(•H M fM iH m w N  DZ»DZZO*INT(f)/i
C ■
RSQ-(DXH>X*D Y-OY ♦ DZ*DZ t*HU











C UPDATE SUB TOTALS








C UPDATE RUNNING TOTALS 
MTOT.MTtrr.l 
Rtrrtrr-ROTtir.RAsiM 
R im rr.R irro T .m is iM  
NPTOT.NPTOT.NP 
XNPTTOT-XNP2TOT. M»*NP/10000 
f e -m r -B ro r . i rw *  
c
wflN(?,200) «f. to ttin g .
200 r<w«k4R4t,' • loUl oT.tlO. ptrticl**,/
A I t  will t  toM M*(sy/pWtHlf of \El2 S.








PARAMKIERfNPART«2WS.MP 2SA.MQ Zh 
IMPLICIT REAL** A H.O/f 
COMMON4MAAM %l
TS T AR .NP.RCUTl.W’UT.BEAt' .NPM AX ,/J .2. KM VWl,
COMMON/TOORbS/ X<NPART),YiNPAR n.ZiNPARTi 
Ct»MMONRiR/fit WPO|.S,XC.\T'./C.Xt’2>VC2./C‘2,N.N<*OPR.Nt», MR') 
NHISTO.ACCf 20i,SLM bA,SSI.M DA.fi 2< W0(
CiiMMON/RTA BLE/N m J fWP.MQt.NE|r.||<Mp).I.O)MP).l INKiNPART),KYNP 
ART).
• XM-.YNIJftL.NTX.NLY.NL/.NPmJ.iMPfcNi.LNLI 




ZNL » MX 
NL2 NLX • M.Y 
NM « NI.X * NLY • N 7  
C ZERO ARRAYS LO A I I 
n o  I LL* LNL*




r t l n o
pjm no
C Pirr EACH PARTK1.E IN A CRT.
C AND LINK fT TO
V T l» OTHER PARTK I.KS IN TIB-. SAMI CH I.
DO 2 I- I. NP
IX * INTI (Xtlt-1 > * 0 S-XNL) . I 
IV  ^ INTf (Y dnl )*0»*YM.)
K =. tNT((Ztl).l , •  OS-ZNI.)
8* • IX • NLX*IY • NL2*H 
IHIPOTM.I) w m » w >  nit w
C m . IS LAST PARTK1.E IN t ’H J IP 
SA « LIHPl 
0- (MKEQOl THEN
< NO OTHER PARTKT.ES IN THIS CEU (IP» YET
C SET I TO BE. THE P1RST AND LAST PARTKTES THERE
I.AIP) * I 
LllAl I 
ELSE
t  LINK PARTTMi I TO THE U ST  PA R Triii IN (T2.L IP







v  v a u m rr  r r s t  and la st  particlec
D0 4IP I . NU  
ME >I.KB*I
If fMfcNEOt t.ffODME) > MkJpt 
4 CONTTNUE 
C
C CHECK e ft LINK ARRAYS 
C PRINT OUT PARTTUiS f t  EACH
C CELL BASED ON LO AND L ftX  
D O SSM . M.» 
hi
ME^LQltP)
C LMAXO WOX CONTAIN PARTK IJ*
C f t  CUBRGNT CELL PRftfKD OUT
C IE WK P ft D THEM AU OR CI J1
C IS EMPTY
« LMAXiJhMP.





















APPENDIX A: COMPUTER PROGRAM USED 
FOR MOLECULAR DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS






C am «wtuM ckMgM M» M»t«t f«* ST
c
C > MU Mu • pAC vmiaa of stif f
c  mm one dynamowall switch op rms w au . and make s« m . 
THAT
C ONLY DEOAS- OF HU3.DOM tt CONSIDERED Pi HU 
TWMOUTt.li:.*'
S
C 24 «tRMM of ««%% propm *02*0
C Mm fHyfM *M ittfM In* »4»pi24f 
C II MMIM t MPtftft of M4«t«M M4 MMmbk twfwunu 
C Mo urttewm m w* • •»«*«
c
C THIS PROORAM RUNS A SHfflED tJ MO SIM *4111 'OvumksI ptwor 
U  trill
C U» tptdll will* tel bit (Miwt tnri *IE>* « ccmum fnornuU 
RIM M
C mwtltrioAi
C NM HUM Of M* pWitiM w I vtntMo Ut*t *)U coMM Ihr 
C pittitw Mk MbImm
c




C anno SIMULATION OF ITli: CUT *E AND SWFTLD 12 ft 
POTENTIAL
C perform out UftWMep <«t C<':*t»i Ti tnnp MD
C faOowtri tjr N <*W cittboM inri/i* Orw/ncin’W
C BMp »  rirf<*MI fcv T-Mm <>f KE H  »N 41
C
r  TIPS PROGRAM USES THE METHOD OF 0 1 ADAMS 
C MOLPHYt 11*741. U. 1241. <l»TS), 2*. 107 
C
C THIS VERSION SIMULATES A RUt.K FLUID 
C THE ••TOTAL** CHEM POT/KPS IS IWI T
C
C ALL EXtHANEfHiS fK ITin HAVE BEEN REMOVED
c  woo block structure:* s u R m r u m )  
c
C FRANK VAN SW«L*S LINKED CELLS ADDED 5/21*7 BKP 
C




PARAMETWHM*ART-WO,N»lN lOOO.NTNSR IOOO.MP tft.MQ 27,
implicit real«n a  h.o  t,
COS#MOfWOffNAm<NPART),R YiNPARTMt&NPART)
COMMONIPOSTN IAUCLiNPART>,RYT<NPART).RZT!NPAK V, 
COMMOM>R/ArC<»),S.XC.YCJEC.XC2iYC2.Zr2.XNTm,XN,N 
ClMMON/trHBMCKEM.NCWM.NrtffiMO.AA.BB
COMMON/■MOnON/FX/W*ART), FY <NPART),F7./NPaRTi. V X i WAR T V  S i M* 
ARTi.
* VT4NPART>,DX(NPART).DYlNPARThD/(NrAriTi
COMMON/BMOTION lATCTfNPARTi.F'YT, NPART».F7T|NPaRT., VXTiNPAR T,.





























V s IftfT H W SJ GHW.2C UTHW, VSHI WTW, SIGW JfC UTTW,
A VSHPTSW.Simw.ZCUTSW
CTMIMONrOEPN HHA12.TTA 12, SSA * 2.HTA 12.HSA12. STA12.
* HWMSTTBA. SSBA irrBft.H SR ASTRA
HHR I rrm.TTR 12T0T.SSRI JTOT.HTR 12TOT.HSR 12TOT. ft sTRijror.
ft























I.OOICAL I CIBMJ S< Al.r,I.RIHV.l.KrFN




I IKilCA) I.URANDJ WIImNI 
C
MS» B 0 
MT OT 0 
NMAX NPART
COC
DATA pin 141St2ft'SS*',fTrfOI-f/2 St 
C DATA l.srALE/FALSE/
DATA IMHOtJ FALSF./.l l»TEN/ FALSE /.U’HfsM/ FALSE./
DATA NRINS/2NV
C DATA VIIPT/O 0/.VRHi»n /O 0/ 
cnuR
I.SCAI.I- EAI.SE
VLKET » 00 
VRKHfr 00
<■
OPEN <I.FUE~'r*«20 wp.STATUS OLD )
OPEN (2>UF^ pftc20 /mI.STATUS 'UNRNOWNT 
OPEN ( ).ElU» |*K20iMf .STATUS--UNKNOWNS 
OPEN (4.FTL&*>hc204»n.STATUS ‘liNKNOWMi 
OPEN | 7JTI.f^vWMp,.STATI«»T?NKNOWN>
UPFJi ft.FTLFl coM «H . JTATI r i l  ISiltNOWN'j 
OPEN C/.EU.E 'fteJOpR*.STATIfS ITCKNOWH»
OPEN itO.FTLE i*le*r.STATt?S UNKNOWN*)




U THIS IS A MOI-ET I EAR DYNAMICS PROORAM FOB LINNARD JONES 
M/mictlE-S
r  24 jin |4 |n
C FUU. IJ^SP EROO VERSION
C WITH CONSTANT TEMPERATURE OPTION USINO THE CONSTRAINT 
C METHOD( BROWN AND CLARKE MOI PMYS M.I2»L(l*»4i 
C NAO RCRTPiES HAVE BEEN REMOVED
C COORDINATES RUN FROM YC/2 TO YC/2 ).« 0 5 i.. 0 5)

























REAIRI.*) Nl.Y. HM 
READt I .* )N AC.NCY.NC/




» 8 * ’ 0
rrasT
a r tr m w .z r t r n i i» » AtwiANiruTATr k i t e w ^ 
2rt?r*w .a:im iK P ♦ alpha n z n  "’att  z n  rmupi 
(RUgp EQ 0> THEN 
ic irrrw .zrirrA T T  a w h a*c<k *utatt zcutrep» 
B M
z c w r w .R r u i w
8NDIR
m c ir r  * MAXrtTUTHw.zrjrrrwyri tsw  ,/zj 
nm Q ^vttw ^ruT O H -^ss 
rtT«)HT^irrtafEm n-irro».Tirr**s 
aJTsq«T<om Bm *ctrrcm T*$$ 
rtrroiw<*UTo«-,*rirro»v 
c i n a i f » ^ V T nm ^t/it> iy3«rtrrr»v^ 
c i r m iE i j - c i r r o f w r i r r o m  
r*Hiswpr«4*( i ocutohkij i
WRITE! 2.*)' irU T IW -. ZTUTOW . »iut* tZ w t
WRITE* 2,*!' IC1.TMW.', /X ITHW





ZMiWMMl. t< i  0*AKXT>/i 10*BEXTii**t I 0* 0, 





WSITEiIIRO) v c m '
WRME*tl*<b XL.YL.Z1
t it ** ST ANTI AND ST« IE
HHAA'BPSHH *AA 
TTAA-BMTT *AA 












StA«2- II O*iiAA 
HTAI2* IJ.O*IITAA 
HBAI2* I2 WHSAA 
CTAia- I2 W9TAA 
HHBft «*0*HHSB 
r m  .AOnTBB 
BIBO - 40* ISM 
H it* * AOHfTBB 
HSB« * '< »*MS»B 
STB* » * 0*ITBB 
C
CUTHHIQ*Cl/rSQ • SKIMH**2
n rrm o -c irrsQ  * si*rrr**2 
CirmiQ-CUTSQ *«oss**a  
c l t w *q«c w iq h t  • skiht*»2 
rimwKH*uTSQ • Siam** a 
cirmwK'UTWisT ♦ skjst**2 
c
HKPHISHOT* 4 I OCUTOFE**I2 I acirTOEE»»M 
TTWH*MIRT»4*BEtT»(l 0*'irTOFE»»l2 1 O/CUTOfV***, 
ssphisHWT«4*»>sss*(I <mcutofe’»*i2 i wrtrrofy»»ftt 
H1WBSHIW*4*l9N#fT*< I <BTimmfr*U2 I OA'imjM-im**., 
MSTNIIMKi 4«mH5*< I OCt/tHM** 12 I 0*r!JTnFF»*6» 
*W«tlflFT-4*«W$T‘(I OA'UTOFFST I^J 1 OA'tTOFFSTV,,
c
v s w r o w . ta«mw*(Afc>n:*arirnwMio> B E V P < zcn sw t,, 
VWMPIWW. tO^«W*»AKXT/(SKM-THW•*10> BEXTrZCUTHW»*4>. 
VSIHFTTW* •  ©MB*W«<AKXTA/.CirrTW*»IO> BEXT/< ZCIfTTW*** m r
RMBprsW* l # W W (  IO*AKXT/f/CUTSW*«l 1. 
4*BExr>rtruT«w**»n
WHBmtW. MWWBWNlO*AEXTA3rtmfW**: If **B&rr*sctiiww*»»
psMrrrw. MBW»w*<io*A»rr<!ficimw»*i i> 
4*B«CTA«evrPirw$)>
c icvrjwanittw • t • siosw
BCU'lWW-actTHW ♦ S * SKWW




wm iwi*>smtts*ttrr.sspHtiKtFT  
WMBEta.*)’ HTWHiHtPT '.tflWHliHfPT 
WRffRta,*)' MSPHlIHWT .^MBHtfcHtFT 
WRITE! 2,V ITPHISHIFTu.sTPMISHIFT 
WRfTWfl*) VIHimW .VSHIETSW
wurma.*) vshbthw •.vshitthw 
write* a.*)' vsHwrrw « ,v*»bitw
WRITE!a.*> Ctr.'SSJQ . .CUTSSIQ
write* a.*>' cuTirrsv .n m m Q
write*a,*)' c m rm g  . . ciitstsq
WRITEfa.*)’ atCIJTSW -. zniTSW, • hof tniu*
WRUlia,*#* ZCIiTMW*-. XHTHW 
wRmiii*)’ zriJTiwv, w tttw
WRITE!J.*l' SSAA SSBB. SSA!2.SSBft SSAA. VSBB. SSAIlSSBftcr
J«0 KJRMAniX,riJTfJFF IN UNITS Of SIOMA .HOAAt 
170 K)RMAT(2X SIfAIA IN UNITS Of- I. ‘JA! fti 
It! EnRMAT»2XPHBHtET 'JS W
I BO E6RMAT(2X.‘ROX DIMENSIONS ptofnm m u  ,
. YC- .FlOA2X.7r. ,EiO«>
I VO FORMAT! 2X,'BOX DIMENSIONS «gm> »iuu .XI >I0\2X
♦ •Yf » .I I0A2X./I. .MO «/>
C
r  isrnAi. uttitk
r
r  l*«
< DO 200 CM.NC7. 
r  DoaooJ-i>iAr
I DO 200 iY.t.NTY
C' RY(IM<IY 11. YAiJ))»YC7XNI Y
r  m u - ta t  «).ZAfj»*z<vxNr/
< RY<I»'RY(lj
C RZ*It R/j|( 0 4wvw*w
C DY(Ii*00
I D/iIdOO
T KMDt*(I» I< 11*1





R/*li • RAN|K>M*ZC f t 2 
DYdfOO 




lEiI.MRTJ I E) THEN 
AEAT YC/XNTY
CAM. SEm ptK'ENTER.KlRIAJi.WRIt.RY.R/.RYTR/TNAl At.RO.S 





WRrm2.*J AITI Al NUMBIJI Of FAR IK I h-S N 
XN FLOAT! N)
I-3 SE IF (I.SHt-WJu THEN
cam. smiim *4 iorD'N.n.nshi eet i, sm.d»
CAI.L SWAPrlORDEJl.RY.WRX.Nj 
CAM- SWAN K*DER.RZ.WRR.N 
ENDIF 
C
u mi ap Mm UiD
c wtih ranAxo umRabrai* .4
C tut ii»«i i«d tw*Ki<'
DO 1214 I I. NSURF
IH NOT I.MITEM.Ei THIN 
CAM. BANDi SIvED.RANlKiMi 
AN!ilJ- 0*PI*RANDOM
RYT(l) RYll)*!RO Xl AMODVSQRTi2 0m*S*S|NiASOU , 
R?TiI)‘R/j DmRO XI.AMDDA/SfNT'2 0.*S«<f IVASOU, 
IHR0F4J00) RYTdi RYT(I» • 0 001 
ENDS- 
C
C PHIIODK' BOUNDARY f ONDTOONS Y tMkx /c
RYTlI) *YT<h YC'*ANINT(RYTll./YC.





c i ra till will posiiiKfw
C
IF (t.WAM i THEN 
ZU-J-T ZT2 S 






•n4w2.*i‘ m2. *r\ »c2.i 
»nk(2.V lialu IkU oiRM
Ccoc
c .







C XXX XIZMOADM Xi 
YYY vYUM.OA DM Y)
/7Z/J7H.!JAT(Nl.Zi
CUTS - MAX(CI*Tf»M:,C’UT<**FIfT.(T 'TOFFSTi
VriV.K.WIIAA'ItAA mhmj/o to ni oto iNUjiMi 
N*l I oil <
VZ|&-Y»b*CSCAUK
KNWF




*  (NOURFOTOl TtW*
DO JIS WIXStlW
• scontbqo or m m  o m w  
vvnD -vm o«r>rA L£
Vmt>*V3miiMTCALt
n m g r
nf*«r»vrni>
R « « v r R »




w w i m ^  «auN«\a5*RKiN w*wfl#nw 
»« M flo n D r
IF»WVTRQO>THFX















w R rra iv  w a u t e m p . wautfmp
r
c  ...print out initiai positions am  vm <* m i s
c
JR NOT LCHRM) W Rrm.\*40.
w R rm ano i
DO m  M.MINlN.U) 
t* l LF-NSURF) THIN
w irm iw o)tjiV (i>.a/< i».vv»i m
a  .* V T(h .R /Ttii.vvrii..vrn i)
W.lfc
WRITEli MM« Vt liJIAIl. VY< I S7 <»>
R IM '
m  CONTINUEc
IF (I DHMP) CAM. DUMftil 
C












OKM - 00 
R TEST-00 
NCNKMO-NTMEM 




ssR im ir-o o
H tR iiiror-oo
m u rro n r-o o

















TR MORE *00 







•M* * 00 





R.trro r-00  
F tn o r -o o  
asTonr-oo 








c  MfH E C i m t  DYNAMICS LOOP
C
C
410 NCOl?NT NCfM NT• I 




H rau n o r oo 
m i j n r r  oo
im ir rn T  oo 
HSEITTOT 00 








r  BINS FOR PAUSCRE TENSOR AM> DFNSrTY PRClill.F;
c
IF <1 WAU i THKN






t  IRl A M  RE TINS* m  ATM Sdt t AT(4t
(
IPT 0
IhMOlNM Ol VI.NIOTN. I.QOi MA N 
ACO|«j A<CM*i . I











C H * C M  l-FOM PAR FFT F. IV n RA<1IONS
V
IF iLINKIi>i THFN 
CAU. CMAOwO.
CAU HWCFJ . I POT.SS.VIRIAI JPRI A n . l  PTIN.
fjsf:
CAIJ. FORCPSO ■PTrr.SVVIRlAl .BTO.S.n iTTIN*
INWF
V











IF O.WAIXi TEEN 
Ml 1)01 M X  
Uill.F.NftURF) THFN
CAU FXTF1FXD(N.VSHrn4W.«An,I.S».SmHR'7rirnfW.VFJCr
* >7411.F1VT.HR W*I..HRHORR. M/)HOM.. H/MIKRR
* .FLHSIM.FRHSUM.rRKS.m.UniKNl 
CALL
IXTFIFl.MN. VSHttTmr,l»*T( D.S,IS.SIOTW.ZCUTTW,^VEX T
* iTTl D.FWT.TR HOBL.D HOUR .TW HOFl^ TZR MnFR
* .Fl.TSl 'M.FRTSCM.IPRFliRT.MnENi 
IJ.SF
CAM. FXTFIM.tRN.V*HIFTIW,Rl4tKS.Ss % OIW.ZCI'TSW.VFXT 
A .FVj  I i.FINT. SRHORI.. SRHORN. S/R IK*1„S/R IK)FR




* lF (fNVr*.<M» W R im u o a i >2U ., «RKiirT.vusiT.vRioMT.n.EFT. 
c *  HHOOT^UUtlKT ZJ-KFTVS
c WRITEl*.*)' WALL TEMP .WAtLTEMP
i  vrnMa.*)’ *
c *irt*ft*)' ‘
WRITElLMTO* MCWJWT.TtMflKNTOT.TSAV. HAS i SAV.PAV,
*  PSAVJUMCT.PY.TAV, nw m
r
147* faHA» ( l«.l<>.7( < M 13 7 >. 2f* «>
«ia*
VAIX « PMASt* vrkwv
o a t  • n  * w w a ll
c  w arm s.*) i m ^ » ,« f W A i x .« W A u ,  
c  w a rm !* )  ■w i w - j w i t
r  warms.*)* fn a v - n a v
c  w a im i* )1 w uvw ja-'^A v
C W aim t* )' LAV. jajb.NOTM
Cllt I
IP (BHVTJM^Q) THEN
w arm s.* * ) a-w oTH /M sua/s
B4WF





N tuas o 
NSuax-o 





r  PRWT O tT  MICELLE ORO« P INFORMATt<*i
r  ................
if (NSURF o r  0) THEN





C HUNT Oirr SL’RAVFRaOES FOR ORAND CANONK AI MD 
C
r
IP (LORAND) THEN 
C
C CAirUUITR CUMULATIVE AVERAOiA
C























w MNL***) »»****• Up
vt» FORMAT) JX.AVNP. >10 7.7X. ASNP > 10 5,
cl**lf











C CALri.’LATT. WAi.J- FOKO.S i r>M ‘ :
e
c ..........................
B* (LWALL) THEN 
C
PIT*# - FLS(/M/FLOAT(NCOCNT>
FRTMP .  fESUMELOAIlNTOUNT)
FIHTMP > »*. HTCTtVPtOATfNroi rwn
p i r n # . H.rroT/n.oATi»« <»< n t > 
flstm p  -  n .stm /n.nA T(N t*o( :n t .
FTDfTMP • HIHTOTAI OAKWCOIW’)
FRTTIIP .  H)TtWH.OAT(NCOUNT>
f r s t m p .  w m r r / n  o a to c o u n t j 
I1H C (L U IA
F1TMPXTMTMP.arraP.PTSTMP.FRTMP.IRirrMP,FinTMP.






c  END OF THIS RON
C ■■• -• ■ —
C
MO CONTINUE
C DUMP POSITIONS TO TAPE 4
tF rt.DL'MP) CALL DCMPtO)
t
C ACT(«* ACCMSmCHKM 
ATC(*mACC(4(.T1ME 
ACT()0).ACC(IO).TmtN 
ATC'(II) ACT(ll».T»m «J 
ArC( I2)>ATC( l3,*NCOUNT 
A fT(U(.A C n |4 TIME 
C
C FINAL PRINT OUT
r  w rite  po sitio n s  t o  ta pe  *
c
WRnR)l*)NNSCRP
WR r r h  *,• VIFFTZR mHT. VI131 V* if. I f!





IHINVT hL)0 i THIN 
TEMP EKINWfRWi. I 0» 




IF (TFMP FO 00. TIMP TEMIRQ 
< 11 AT
1:AV I SI RAVALOATiNSORAX)
(AAV •«’SI BAIOATlNV !RX 1 
C PAV . XN1tfT*ACT’i4 »0 A<T( I j* VIB. OME.
( A ACC(JM) 0*VnM.ME’ ACX . Im
r  PSAV XNTtrmEMPAVANS! ,'RO* vol • Ml »
V A PSORA V* 10* SIX.OMF*WSI’B0t
V<4.AVALX(Wi*YI/)
V(X M'B A('C|1V,»YL'S
PAV (F10AT(NSCBAVt*ACT (4^AC( tl i  0 S*A<f( I4r*/VM AV 
PSAV (FI OAT(NS«’BSt*IE-MPAV(NSLBO 0 S*PSt BAV*A'»H \ l  R 
TAV»A*T«4»/A<rih 
TSA V «TEMPA VINS4 fB0 
Z iJN fm i ACtYW AfYit,
WAl.lTFMr - i
INWA1J 0 *l%IASS*VRKiMT**2 . WAI I PfO 
t
FINTOT (0 J*KXIN ♦ I POl . FNWAII ►«XN.|1>»A1»NP2.I 
c  FNTrrr tO»*FXIN . c»vrr >/XN 
r
IFlNSIRF NF.O AND RONE00, THIN 
HTDIST ACf*fl?,«AC’C<I•*%*» RF*R0,
13 SI




DO 910 I IN





IF (INST FA) 0( WRnV42.1021 i/MJ-T./RILMT,Vi FETARiCifr.M (*-r 
A WIOHT^ZRIom W FI-T^S
V WRITEl!.*!' WAJ.L TFJ4P .WAU TFMP




WRITE)3.*) AVFRAOE IIT DISTANO. (R«0 , .Ifl DIST 
C
i  MUiSStRE SUMMARY 
C
PZWAL1. .  PMa SSNVUSFT . VEKIIfT)
»*ZTOT . n .  ♦ PZWALL 
WRITE)2.*, W A R T* .P/.T/WAI I. .I'/WAU 
WRITE)!.*) E r r o r . . p n n T  
AR(TE)2,*V P TRACT. TAV 
WRffEi*.*) P TRACE CONFWi .PAV 
a XNr«rr*Arr(4MiAfx'(i,*vTXjME>
WRflEi2.*> U  AV.’JtLFNCrriVS
c










1300 POBMAT (M3X.AVKBAOE WALL HOBCR SUMMABT73X.30CV) 
1210 MftMftT QX.IHmOUPMIC.’H.WT ->12 ',4X.'W UD..fcl2 S.4X. 
ftTAft^*l3.M X.**»V»«v,Bt3.J(tSX.1*IOIfT.*.EI3M X. 
B‘MfcAD*‘.El t-SAX.TABVJUSMX.'ftOL VWT«.EI3 *)
1330 POBMAT (>X.'«nitM Al-.4X.<H Jrr ».EI2S.4X.'HEAD'.fct2 MX. 
ATAft.Al2M X/*a.Vttn-.'.EI3»/1*X.-FB W tnv.EU MX, 






pnbum -  oo  
m u M -o o  
VWmmT * 0 0 
n i M ( > M  
fTSUM » OO
N orn * o o
W * SAVODBLZ)c mm«i • tma*ctmwiiiNj( * i
NBIN2 • PmZLENMN/DFLZ) INTt/Mrtn*MBINS) )
C




OO SIS 1’ l.ffiNO
ZI • ZUftPI * <(l l>*0S>*DELZ nr-prrvvfljiftcriift 
m c - ^ n w a w A m i t )  
rr-oiKHUti^nM o ♦ n r  
m o l mocu p r o w  * m e 
mr *m wt
m uM -m uM  * purr 
oncmi .  m tm t  • n a u n *  
n*«w - n ts*»nrvn**n
VMSUM • IKStJM ♦mrrtUM • wmm * n
* »  DF1.Z m NOMl »rau
8>l! ftp MHNI>TH»t 
m i .  rn tiiMm. mm
ELSE ft (I BQ NBIN2) THW
m a  • m suM  m.muM
b x p p  ______
mm • noffi * psmm
ns roonvtuk
M2 POOMATlMUIO OH.OOII J.IXd
fTPAV ■ fnUM*DB2 1to* Uk tokflik lyikm !
ZBHCtfl* nOHOfl ♦ HZBHOPL • TZBHOH.aim* mmoni. Ktannm * tzmko*
« M t  IVftAV • ZMKPL * ZftHOm
w o r n a it is )  omeoa. stpav. zbhoh.. zbhcfbc
C PWEMUBETBACE SUMMABY
c
w o n o a u m
PN** -  (PN2 PNIFH.OATiNBIN2N BIN It 
rtv> • (PO ITIiftLQATINB&tt NBINh 
TBACO - 0SNPN»*.PTl»>
C TMCB • <PNi*.20*nW )0
w a n v a im *
w B im w  pnav>-.fn.*.- <UNm of w *»kima»*<aj»si
warms.*) m v . i t**.* iBQutvAi-Pxr to omioa/ai
«BmKl*V TBAfT MftArK
r
W O W B lj P l  
m«« • Mt •  MIUMfflwLi not-ofta* priuMftvwu 
n w r * .  osnpn^ . ftm)
C TBACK • <m*v*3.0»prw) 0
WWPI«i2.1290l
«mRM.n* AVERU-.AVWL2 
w t/m in *  WAV»',m*< cimmrm of m*»ioMA**Nhi*sr
WWIfta*)' nA V - J»M*. {EQUIVALENT TO OMM1A/A)
W EflKW  HUCt-MHACE 
1330 POftMATWX.l'NEitUB* TNAC* SUMMAB Y/IX.2*V>
1310 POBMATttt.ftUUC (AVBUOeD OVJ31 Z-/C TO Z*LZ K Vi 
1310 IWOOATVJX'mrAL (AVERAGED OVKB 2 -0 0  TO Z*t.Z)>c
c  cosmomiAtiaNAi. mjn m aw  BrnsoBAnoNc
N M  * ON»*PNto«M»M*t«*ACCUS)> ntftf * BUPTmtOwiU*AtTl lit)
20
WM1Sl3J00l
tS m S w A C C l !«)>*. ACC(li)
W B rm 2.il«m ca«irrec* ir
c
C rONnotft/sTWMAL W IT »ft«M DtBHTT CALCULATION 
C
fffcarf * fO*OBMA»vwl^ A«tliA*H.OAT(NCOl?NT)> 






















V « twrr FINAL VABIABU-A FOB (.BAND CANONK'Al. Ml)
(i a  n*AND) TUFN
H.IX'*(AVNW AVNnAVND^AWP 
AOnKllISlOtfLUC
IS10 FOBMATtM»X.«<N**2> <N***J)#W> > 1 0  »»
WBffivl3*1-33ftAVM-tl
1130 FOBMATl ISX,'<MUKX»* ,FI01./) wtrfKaisaiiAvw/vnL 
1121 KftMATt I0X. DENSITV.Fli AD 
WBiTElZISlO)
11*0 FOBMATt nX.TBOBABIUTV <* HA VINO N (MDLVKNr FAkTVT FA*
w irm iiM J i
1 m  FOB MAT( I ■» X.NP. IX .o r  r  IK FM TA.' X, vu o n  A »t m * .
DO DM DI.NMAX 
IFfSUMNO) NM0) THEN
m »H.OA7111 ft»N( I) »At.llATf MTOfT) 
worm iiM O ) 'aumnoken 
I MO FOBMATi MX.0.2X.110. )X> 10 V
ENPGF




c  mrmrr ftnai. bksu .t» m*  widom tftt pabtkt k methodc
c





Do ’»  K. I.NOBOCP 
TSUM - 00  
TBIALS . 00 
BINNi > 0 0 
/SUM • 00 
DOTS0 I-INSLT 
I - (K h*NSfcT . J 
It  . Zlftn/S . (d li*05)*DF3 /
TSUM . TSUM . TM1T41)
TBIALS * 11IAU * BKAUNTFATKIm 
BHOCt WHOU , BSUftAArCi I»)»VMJSB|
/SUM UM . ZI 
T» COFfn.N I.r
IF (TSUM OT 00) TT«N 
FXMU « LOO/TSI .’M/TBIAI, S r*T1SM MlQ 
ELSE
HXMU . 00 
W D P
BHOO ■ BHOO/H.OAT(NSUT)
v (BHoo err o<» then
XMU '  LOO(BHnCl|«TCMPNU * EXMU 
ELSE
m u » EXMU 
ENDP
ZOBOIP - ZSlJMPt.OATiNSFm
s « m a i  too» zoBmp.n»Ai,s.Tsi jm.exmu.xmi
WBETEl IftlTOO) EDtOUP.HUALS.TSUM.EXMU.XMU 
m  C'UNTINUE
c









TRIALS • 60 
SHOO • SO 
ZSUM • 0 6 
D o - n o j - i x a r r  
» . (noroup k,*n s e t » j 
X  - XRMMT« «i m.os^ cw. /
TSUM » TSUM ♦ TKVTRO)
TRIALS . TRIALS * WiAUNTfcmmo 
RHQO • RHQO * RSA!ftA*TIIS>*VSLAB> 
MUM • HUM * *1 
CONTOUR
w rrsiM ot o o  thto
SXMU . LOO<TSUMm<IAl S,*nXf%Q 
®40*
RHOO • AHOa/FLOATlNttT)
W (RHQO OT. SO) THKN 




SQROVP .  HUMAXOATiNSET)
WAITRlilTO) I  OR 04.Is, Til IALS.TSUM.EXMU.XM 11 








crc •***••••••• FORMAT STATEMENTS *♦•♦••**
c
10 FORMAT<IUi 
20 FORMATlFM IAFB S.




TO FORMAT! IH ,JH NLY.IVH NLZ .IV)
•0 FORMAT!IN .IlH REDUCED TEMPERATURE .HO A A 
90 FORMATIMX.IH N.,l»0.4X.4HRHfK.FSMX,«l«l N .IUX.
♦’ N STEPS*',1J0.4X. NSUR.'.IAUX.'DT. .F9 6.
*’ IAV«\M’ LIT ALE*.L2.* ICONT* JU/)




I ».t FORMATtSSJFlS4.Ti2X.FI 2 4)t
1400 FORMAT! IX.‘ INTERACTION PARAMETERS.
R ,lX ’ SIGMA HH* . 012 V 
R .IX.' SIGMA,TT*\ 012 V
A .IX.’ RPSHM*', 012 4.)
R .IX.’ EFt MH* . 012 4./
A .IX.’ EPS SP*’. 012 $/>
140! FORMAttlX. ' RO .012 4./
A .IX.’ LAMBDA , 012 4./)
6V0 FORMAT|2X.4(FIOS,2X).4)FI2 A2X»
TOO FOR MAT! IH V.4X.20H F1NAI. CONFIGURATION 
. MX,’ I *. 6X. RY<I> m t i  VYflr
* .SX* V2|l) ‘.$X,llVTtl! RZTfti
* .sx.* vrno vztiiiV)
m  FORMAT)IX. ’ FINAL WAU. POSITIONS
A IX’ HEFT « ’.PIOA VLOT - J-I2 V.
A IX, ZRIOIfr- ,FI0S VRIOIfT ,F.!2Mi
BOO FORMAT!/2X,rONFK. PRESS FROM INTEGRATING HU.SS 
TffllOtl *)
BIO FORMAT!4X.FN » .FI2StX.’FT * \Ft2 A/)
BIO FORMAT! 2XOINFIC, PRESS FROM AVERAGING 
configuration* i
• 40 FORMATI4X.TN * .FI2MX.TT * .H2AA
9B0 FORMAT! IN .SIN RESULTS FOR CHEMICAL WOWI1AI ../*
490 FORMAT!IH ,|TH SURROUTOE CAI.I.S.H2)
MO rORMATUN .UN NUMRER OF TRIALS .112)
BIO FORMATtlM .17H PROBABILITY FOR ^10MX,61! SIGMA.IX,Gi 
620 FORMAT!IN ,SIH TOTAL NUMBMl tW TRIALS IS NOW ,FI« Ot 
610 PORMAltlH BFTAMIU FOR THIS RUN .016 4.
*/.’ RUNNING AVERAGE .0164/)
*40 FORMATl/ttX.TMK SUMMARY’.f2X: ',//
* IX.’ TME IMS n»> POM IINHI .
.FIOM
* IX.' TME (•»  mu RED UNITS ,
*FI0 $/,
♦ IX,' TOTAL TME <*itfw4 »ti*« l«4tw« n»R) Pom UNITS , 
♦FI®*/.
* IX,' TOTAL TIME hum ItttKV mil) RED UNITS
•FIOU
* IX’ TIME USED TO CALCULATE AVERAGES POM I NfT*
21
*FI0U
* IX* TMF. USED TO CAlCULATF. AVERAGES RED UNITS
*F SS/)
• »  FMRMATl IX’ MEAN SQUARE FUMCTU ATKIN PS TOTAL ENERGY 
’.O H S /)
6*0 FORMAT! IX' DIFFUSION CONSTANT IN REDUCED UNITS ',011 Vi
120 FORMAT!/.’ INITIAL TEMP\F4 4 4X JMTIAI 
MOMENTA .4(2X.E 14 6i.
♦A
440 PORMATUH ,22N NO CHRMTAL POITNTIAI.)
140 FORMAT!/. SXTOITIAL W«rttONS AND VElTCimi 
//.4X I6 X .' RYU) RZtl) VY(fi 
♦ .SX'V»f» .JX.RYTlIl RZT!l»
,sx* sTiti) m i i i / i
4*0 KmMATtK4)lX>lX>l0 4,n
460 FORMAT!* UCORR *’,014 STX.' KORR- .OI4 6,/t
400 PORMAT!RJi.TI»ATION SU6MARY ./2X.
.  CONE MX' TIME V TOT ENEROY/MOL V
* IX.TRMF ’.4X- UFWT. UFOT SUR-.IX’ FAV.
* 4XTSUR M X’ MSD •.4X>T'.YS,7EMPA VY|
$20 FORMAT! 2X' FV/NET *.OHS|
440 FORMAT!IN UN TOTAL NUMRER OF CONFIGURATIONS.2X^16 0.A 
J4P FORMAT! A .RUNNWO AVERAGE FOR F0TFKT1AL ENEROY JH2FA 
$41 FORMAT! X .RUMTOO AVERAGE FOR IRKSSURE’^ U S /)
$60 FORMAT!/.IX.' AFTER LONO RANOE CORUNTnONS UAV.'.OM 6./.
IX' ftSV-jBIIAl
lOOT FORMAT!lXRL2X.FtO A2XJ!I06.2XJBI04)
1021 FOR MAT($XVLirr.ZR WHT.VLKFT. VRIOHT.FLEET.FR KlIfT. |. t .
A tOIS4A
1470 FORMAT</lX.I6,tXFO4.1 X.OiI $,IX«»04,1X.OIO 4.1 S.OIO I.
*  >XFI 4.1X114.4) iX.El04.l*))
IH2 FORMAT! IX’ RMO. RARS LfSOT WAU.
A MX S RHO BAR '.014*
A /.IX H RHO RAR . 014 6.
A /.IX* T RHO. RAR 014 6»
1144 FORMAT!IX RHO RARS RlOlf) WAU 
A /.IX.* S.ANO RAR * . OI4A 
A / IX’ H RHO RAR . 0146.
A /.IX. TJlHO RAR *. 014 6)
1144 FORMAT! IX.' ROwtsyRAptwi 11 FT Y ALL
A /.lX ’ »<4***1 . GI4 6,
A /.IX.' h R '. 014 6,
A /.IX.' tot GI4 A
A MX.' loul . 014 6 )
FORMAT) IX.' ORMf* Lonut*
A Mi.' Omt|t tout . |I4  6.
A /.It,' GinuM taMl *14 A
A M*.' t  i6t»,Et*» 1. , *!<*.
A MU’ I f6o Ewe*> , *14 6)
IMO EORMAT//$X.’CIIFMICAI P/m-XTTAL FROM Wli «*M Tf-Vf 
PARTN LE MIT HOD'.
. fREH XFMTvLEFT WAl.li'A
IMS FORMAT «X.Y’HFMK AI. FOTI3ST1AI FROM WILHIM TTAT 
FAR rK'LF MCI MOD'.
• ' tRWFRENCF RIGHT WAU,)'/*





• • • • •
SUBROUTINE LORCENI TVIT.SS.VXIAI..IFRFA.IPT.I KI1 > t
FAR AMITWUNFART 400i 
IMH.riT RFALNRA ll.«» Z)
COMMON/FOflNXlXfNFARTV.R Y< NFART»R^AB»ART)




. V/i STAR T). D X( NPA R T). D Y) NP ART t. d/ /  nf art*
C! (MMONflMOTION I /FXTtNPARTi.n'Tt NPART), F'ZTlNPART), VXT. NFARTi, 
A VYT»NPART).VZT/NPART!.DYT(NI*ART).DZT!N»’ART)
t'OMMON/BMOTK»N2/!>T TFMP.FXIN.FXPY P/ ITWI’RQ.FRIE.l.M’Al E 
COMM(»*/St .’RFAiSLRF.NSfX











VS MIFTHW. SIGHW.ZCUTHW. VSHIFTTW.S IGTW./II r m s .
a vsw m w .siosw .zruT sw
<OMMON)COIF6/ HHA»2.TTAI2.SSAI2.IITAl2,HSA)2. rAI2 
A NHB6TTB6.SSBAHTB6.IISB4STR6
COMMON/COEFU
II HR 17TOT.TTR 12T0T.S SR 12TOT.HTR 12TOT.MSR 12ToT,
A STRUTor.
A




V  SUM FORCES ON I AND J fS!«i Mlk i M m M l  inUffctu>fl»>
C it !mwtBt<» B*9 
DO 10 LI.NSURF
. wfW (2,900) i.rNo.ryHu.mM.nRi>







N t r " v
WTll).lJWr.V»lAUSS.»l»M,IPT4JmW)
J J
w it*  actions kttwkbv pautk i m
DO *  I* I.N I 
DOIOI-MN
B-ilLXKttllF AND J UvNttW) THEN
CALL KmCi*ltHAA.HHBX.HHAI2.HHRA<iK.HHSQ
4  MklURSdU* rittwmftctureiwrtmwsa




















tn (b> T |W % IM JWJt,CTmiSSg,
HXPHISHrr.5LrHLUIPTJi.tnKN>
CAU MWCBlSTAA.STXt.STAll.STtASHiSng. 
m tiw .m « T n T ,F w » rjY T th jv  i). 
XiPWiXfcH
FYnft.KYU^TTH) F U D .m sT Sg. 
STPWSHIKr.SLrttLS.»n.l.PTKN>





HSPHiSmPTSS.tJ*HKVl»T.I FTPN i 
CAU. KHICBlSTAA.STtX.STA ll.STBASHiSTSg. 
m  i rmnr, m c r n r .  cpor,* Yi i>j  v r< i >, 
lUUUftZTUh
P Y (f).m t J>>7 tf>,Kn( ii.c« r r s n o  
SWHS»trT,M.»1tt.S.tPT.I.PnN I
KI.SB
CALL F*KCK|lSAA.SStX.SSA I ISSBASIOSSSg,
ssx i mrr.ssxATwr.t 'wrr.x Yi» >.HVii i,
WM)M1aU.
FYt IkPYfJ i.PVl L.PTi l«.<t "TA SSg, 









su ito im N B  k w c i i j  t w r . s s ,  viriai ..ip r m . i p u  k it s .
PAX AMHfKK (NPAXT * S00.SIP SS.SKl V • 
iM PL rrr xbai.*a a  h.o / i
COMMON* OYrMtXlWAKTkft YlNPAX Tt A t< START , 
COMMCWPOtTN I/XXT(NPAXT>.XYT{NPA*T».X/Ti NTAXTf 
c a s ts ; .JNXHDAfCCttO>,*,XC,YtZC.X<'2. Y< l .* r 2.XVHn SYS
CnMMONrXMOrtON/FXfNPAXTj.FYlMPAKTi.FTiNPAKTi, VXiNPART i.V Y< SI1 
AXT>.
* VZlNPAR T>. D Xl NPAHTt, l> Yl NP Aim D/(NT AKn
COStStaN/tManaNirVDNPAX'n.PYTiNPARTY.I-TTiNPAM rt.YXTcNPAH IV 
A VYTtNPAXTY VZT(NPAXTi.D V T< NPAXTk. D/li START.
nMMON/XMOrr»ONVDT.TKJAP.KXIN.PX.PY.P/.TP>tPHy»<t J J M  At P 
CCMMON/WAt.LlZLBFr.ZKlOHT.VtJ^TA'RKlIiT.PTXt.
A WfW.PMASLAKXT.BKXT









C < JTHHSQ.C t/TTTtQ,C IfTtl SQ.C UTHTSQ.Ct JTMS SQ.C UTST SQ
<*n»istmo m in<'
HltPHI SHIFT,TlWtlt NIPT, tSPHI SHIPT, HTPHIIH tt-T.
A HiPHtlHIPT.STTHUHAT
COMMONCOBF4/ XLAMBOAJPISP.X0
V S IttFTHW, StOHW JECt/THW. V* HtKTTW.S M JTWJlC LTTW.
a vtH rrtw .iK Jiw .w tm w
COMMON4  4T&M HHAIl.TrAiLSSAIl.HTAIl.HSAl2.STAU.
A KHSATTBS. SSBMfTBA.H IBS STB*
COMMOK4TO«r»/
MMX I2TOT.TTX UTOT.SSHI 1TOT.HTX 12TOT.H&K 12TOT.
A S1Xl2T<»r.
A




C SUM PORTO f i t  I AND I (Sint «iik MMntl > up rat bow >
C
ll IMHNf ft0> «SNI 
DO I0M.NSUXF
C «iMt (LS00) t,ottu.ryta>.nKiMtMt)











DO M «  i.NIJ
IP * DC ♦ NLXMY li • Kl.i*<V If
I LOHPi




C I .OOP OVKX f f W *  tTl.1 S
C
DO U) SI I.M.If.MiB’i
C
C p r x  A NBttiHXOKMO <114. AND lifT  Tilt. LUST !*AH 1X14i IN
11 
C
JP NTTI I dP.N 11 
IF I IP I T IP>TH> r o  <0 
1 LOUP*
IF IIP Kg.IPi THIN 
l MNKili
iKJK QtflltPn 1 0  
I N DIP
IP iJ NP, Oi TIIIN
<
t K IS DUMMY I OOP VAklABt P,
C
DO 10 K I.N 
C

































O il IP.NSI HP AND J t.lvNSt HFt HAN
( Al t  PORCP4HHAA.HHBB.HHA 12.IIHDA.SKfHHSg. 
HHH12TOT.IIHH *m r,V Pt rr.H Yi h.KY 111. 
R/4l|.X/4lj.
KY’i Ii.PYiJ i.P/i I i.PVi I ).C IT  HH sg. 
Hio>HisHrPT.ss.ipfcPN.»n,imN)
CA11 KOtCKl HTAA.HTBB.inrA I LHTB*.SKiHT\Q.
im iiirnT.im um rr.i por.xvfIkBYTiJi.
H/iUU/TlIk,
PYih.P'YTl t.JVO>.P71ii».<l THlsg.
IfTVH 15HIPTS S. IPH t.S.IPT.I m ,
CAU. KOtCKiHTAA.HTBB.HTA>LHTBMI<iimg.
irm 1 rmr.imtMTir.t nwiT.HYTii».B y»i >.
H/TrfkX/Hi.
pvd 1 i.PYiii.PVTtii.Fitif.ci mrrsg. 
irrpHisHiFT * s. Bit P.s.im.i .pn-N >
(ALL POHCBlTTAA.TTBX.TrAI LTTtLSIUTTSQ.
tth «im r .m H m n - .t  w r .H  yti if.x v n  t .  
XlTlli4«ni>.
PYDI i.PVTl I f.F/Ti I i.PVTi li.CI TTTSQ 
ITPHISMIPr.SLtPXF S.IPT.I.FTTN 1 
H.sp; IPiltP NSfHF. THPN
CAI L KKCP4HSAAHSBB.HSAt LHSBA.SIOHSSg. 




CAI.L KAtCTl STAA STBB, STAI LSTBMKlSTSQ. 
stx 17i <n. sm  flrror. t i t  rr.H v r < t . h y t j ), 
R^ni.RZtlj.
PYTt IhF TI I I.F/TI li.PVi J I,< l -TSTSgi 
STPHISHIFTSLlPHlYlFriimNi 
u,|p; IHI LfeNSliXF) THPN






six 1 Tmr.rrxtrwT.i jpor.x yi kryti h, 
KZllKRXTUk
PYiikFYTiJimiikPmikCtrmsgk 
STTHISII IFT.SL IPXK LIPT.LPTPN»
II  SI





















GET NKXT PASTE tX IN THIS ORIX
I*UN E|t>
W ti «m» u e ip m  « c m > »
»AOC TOF1E* PASTELF. IN THIS C»X. «KT NKXT CB l
I'WIIKIS
c o n it n u f
23
e o i M * .VYnt&-VY{!>
V7<XDVZ<I(
u-<l s t a l l , t h e *
VYtlwJO-CSCALX I «*Wll* * tVCMJptltmm
v*ii> tJo*csrALX i ©>*v»i». cw 'A i.i;* tm rftit
ELSE
v y , i ,  Wci>«crr*f-'v<»>
vxd>«vx(i)*itrN%(i)
CAN VEST TO ta x  IJMTi fVLj
ca tnm vL
i . U N & n
* r t  lE* u * a *>,g o t o  »>
C t W N l l
ra N T W t*
CONTWUB
CfMTINUE
V A T B M *n V tC M J. VY(|» 
VZ1W 0 »NV»X.D*V%|IW 
*Y<l)*«Y(l).0T*VY»0H  
kxm >itiihi>T»V B i)n 
DYlt|-DY<l>*OT*WH»*S 
DZ4l>-0*l).DT*VX4r)»»
c  ttx toD r eoundasy c w o m o w s r  and/os z
c
EYtlt-EYfl, YC*ANt>m*Y(ftm-)
IF i NOTXWAIX, X »l».«*l,
PV«FY.VY«I>








FAX AMKTWfNPART- NXh 
M F t r i r  E6AL»*A H,f>/i
C(MMON/FOSTNA(X|NFART i.E YtNPAJfT. E/tNPAKTi 
COMMO«/K*1N»/*XT'.PAAT>.,<YTfNPAS'r>>R/1,M>A»< I, 
ro M M O N /o « /A rr i» K S .X ( .Y r .A x r iY r i./< j .x \n T .j \\s  
(tlMMON/ST tt.M AM EM .M M IM NOIIM O.AA.till
TfMMON/EMCTIinN/nENPASTi.EYtNPAXTi.EVJNI'AXT^VXiM'AltT, VY.M* 
Ak- r>,
♦ VJUNPAETVDXt NPAETkDY, NP ASTl  D/t NPAKT,









c « 'A ix * 0 T * F rrr :
(W A lM ItW til,
DO 4 I I.NSURF 
VYOt D VYTtlk 
vw x  b m u ,  
h-il s t a i .K) tm h n
VYTtlM I ©*C$CALE, I 0»»VYTih 
v/ t»i , »: « *n cA i e. 1 o,*vjrrf»,
WSI
VYTtU VVTfti • DT*K\Ttli 
VltTib -V/ni**DT»E*Til>
KNDIP
VYTMP 0 5*1 VYOI l>-VYTfIn 
v m i p , 0 S»«V/fX.D.V/1 ilM 
RYTtl, RYT i im VYTtb*' „




c  PtXtODR' BOkNDAEY Y /%NI>*
c
RYTttk»RYTlf* YC*ANi 
IK ( fw rrtW AI I k 
FY P Y.V Y Ttli
ft. P/.V/Titk *4l v  ‘ ’ *
ERIN IKIN.VYTMP*VY  
< ONTIN« ». 0
a rtra *
UPDATE POtmONS AND VW.fr miA









l i 't A i ,  '•
v e d a im  .  v e io h t  ♦ soon nyfw ifrA iM A **
»mVTKOi0>SIM«PMASS*VRMlH**2
X^ L SCALE AND N CTT 0) THEN 
DO I M U
v/. ’ *0 k * t iW ll|  ' tolvrni *it<J 
»*v ■ '*iyr*F»ii 
, Mi l|»VY!)AMOV/l)ASH»V/P











CSC ALE SORfOS'/ 
h *k:




E R ti'0 0
0 Vtrr»FYT»lk » l«Mt 
r»o«»i1 w t n i i  ,
>ASH.VZDASM*VZIM
f  t o
AJR
« s . . ri\* » *»♦({’
k ^  *1.
f  V
X rill
im h  ic m  .. .
c ( »M Mf Al A ) * " » r (  10),
comm , .x i jy r .js u o n * .*
< X ,> 1 .‘<P1>,'(i, ASYAKJCT.Ei X T  
P X X i N T N ^ * V r ^ t^  SX , iv/ , S-TNNV, l»U  /.{x»>rm.|4}*fl 











•flINtSSSi *n|XL»' mto .X.In|M, ( m u
Y 'im . f 10 »,■ f**i* \n o » , «w-. .no*.' mint 
e x  J i0 i > lOSi
«l*»k ■ _
VEIOHT-lJSNnCALE 10)*V«IOHT ♦ CSCAI E*0fT*HllOlfr 
X*MASS
ZRKWT -  ZRIGHT • tm V M G Ifr  
EXW .  M ASS* VEIOKT»»2
m cEXtfiHr l t  t L & 2 't m s
aitONT • 2 VGUtiPt MIGHT 
VM Qirr -  VEKIHT 
WOW
ap*X v**m  tad Em u
SMALL OOP1 
Y EYIRYJ
l  M /IE /J l ^ t
i i a u h i k ' b o i w a **' criNDrrHXis v \m »aie  t
Ih Y O fV c M W ? . **
Y Y YC
U.« tt-«Y LT STJt 11W
Y Y.YC 
LN DIF
li t v r r  1WAU » niEN 
imz fiT i r j i  m i  n  
/ .*  EC
ELSE m t  I T /X I, T»«N 







MmuhlOt/v MI0 S,‘ t ’..'I OS; n .110 V n |t ,4‘VVft 
« in t
EE • EE/ (SK>S<|»**S> 
EE « MAX(EE.SMAI.l., 
EX I QNEE*EE*EEi 
E l l  EA*E«
I W I I E I J
IflO Si
? EEDUrEi) I Nf»S OF SWIM A M
* ■
V
y t m - A h n * * n  * tPMttSKMMpMik 
.  r n - iv r w  
m  -m i * t« rv o M
FYJ -PVI V**W/S ' HWK IS NOW IN INITS of 
H»* *S/SKJ I*
m * m  n *puvm  
M inor - t i n o r  * mii2 
,w o r  «M«ior ♦ ««*
t w r  « UfOT * AA«PMII3 • ftftfll*  phishilt 
r
C NdftMAL AND -rMANJVIUSK LRLJWlftL
C
'' V tPRRI MQ I) THEN
pnomm *■. pnoiim . z*n*< m n v s s  »wmtM k  kpd ix i-.d 
n o s
PIMAN - PIMAN » Y**?N PTOTVS*
- t r  ■ tr*<Y**» z**jpt fio rv ss
- *  I«LPT»UAI«> IPT EQt >thin
C w *rr»z*r call toocm
CALL P1TNS«ft<imO.R7LR3U.YXSS,
«m m p
, » » » *
KNDIf
^  i r n t tN  
v  GNO
*1 MftOTTUT im *O iL X L A M  BOA,510M/.LPA ALAQ.RYLR Y TLK /  l.ftAM 
A Iffwr.VtMtAL.SS.VMItX #0.1 P!TN>
PAM AMPfliMNPAMT*SOdNTNSft »*»>
IMPt.XTT WEAL** A m.o *>
coM M O N «ii>A rct»i,s>x r ,v r . / r .X (L Y < J ./r :>X M t> i \ s s
2 4





C«MM0N«M0T10NIATrrtNI'A*T».l\Tl1MI>AfcTt.K/T»M'Ain *.VXriM,AU r, 
ft VYTlNPAitTi.VZTlNPAim.DYTlNrART.D/TM'AR T
COMMaN&MtrnON2/DT.TF.MP.LJC IN.PX.PY.P/„Tt\MPftQ.Lft LX.I V Al l 
COMMON/WAl.UZLiyT./AKiHT.VLLJT V» KiHT.FfcXT. 
ft KMSW.H4AILAHXT.ftKXT
COMMON/TNSIt/
PXXiNTNSRk,PYY(NTNSRuP ff 7NAR»,DtX/.jP».*m.|4ilin 
COMMONS ALL 1A.WAI.I 
LOGICAL l.WAl.l , I. STALL. I ITTN
C CAf CI'LAIV THI INTLMNAL HL.AH TAIL IMAMI \
C a M> LOftfLS CAING A SPMiNO
Y*AVI «YH
i n t i  u r n
v
V m ilO D r  MODNDARY CONPfTMNS IN Y AND** /
C
BFNYOTYC2) TMLN 
Y • Y YC




IIY NOYLWAIXi TLI4-3N 
BWZOTZTJt TMKN 
2 4 | f
L1.SR MWT M h  TMfcH 




» « .tr* v a ‘M i  • i \ m . *  sk. as
II * SQRTtRR)
ilia pgaoi rrop t o  » in sw um - 
MQ - (II R0>*«2 
XLAM9Q » XLAMBDA**]
%we whip* m»<*iiSQA)QAMSQ «Q i
PIWT- 3«*SPM**XtAMSg»iA RO/iXIAMAQ RSg.**;
C PMI1P* PWWRSD
r  p ro r- tM*tM*<M no,
rv o i-rv it)  ♦ y*ltot*a»*>
ratb»p»t> ♦ z*rrwr>i**ii>
p m » ) . im i>  Y*pnrr«»*«> ’ h * c w  in aldi tia?  » nua  •
p/ttiK W rrm  z*pm rm »it»
c
If <«»3 I T XLAMKD TML» 
m n  * iw r r  ♦ wmi*
IXiG
UKJT . Ulor . I BIO
LXDIf
c
VtttlAt -  VUIIAI. » II • FTOt 
VMIIAL2 - (ftYTI • m i l l  • ft/11 •LYT<b 
ft ♦ MYI • FYm * f / l  • FMtHS
AfTltTl « ACC<1T» • f
PMIftM -  fNflMM Z»*2*fTrrr«S.**«> ' fNfftlM IN W* 
UMTS |
L.MAN . FTIlAN Y**J*PfOW «•»!» i
I T  * IT*|Y**2 **•!>•«
IF (U ^N  AND IPTLXJ I) T » »
c  ." w»rns(L*» c a l ' " w w i  •
C a l l  PTLNSOft.I’i n r*.IIZU/11.Y./.S*)
«NP»M
KNI»
LJCKKTK Oi‘ ( VYlli**2 .  VYTlli**2 • V » l‘ *2 ♦ VZTlI)*^ l 
c  wurm iM Ooi)». ml m o - phiAf.Kmr.HtiNimr. xxaurrx'.fttiif 




• • • •
ICSIKMnTM- OnTMa.l)<N.VIWfT.ft/LLSLSKiJK I,T.VLJCr.ttl!LLYNT 
ft M Mf»ftl.»lHaft» .301 MnfL.7Jl HctW.HJ3-T.Hl It i Wf
ft .w iu is .m P it» r»
r
< MiMwi n»M..«» • hi <**»
c  m i wan
c
PAJtAMKTLJKNPAltT NXXVTNAft IODO>
iM fi.r r r  r b a l h ia i i .o / t
COMMONAAAU//J.*>’r,/MU,Iff.VI I2T VN WiiCT IV-XT 
ft LPSW.fMAAYALXT.BLJCT
< UMMONmnift/
|*X X* NTS ill U* V Y <NTN Aft». PZ/i VTN Ml t, I >IJ /..ftmrm, fftf •» 









/  k/ i n  L ff
IL i f  I T AMAl.l . /  AMAH 
/AHA ABA,7i 
Ifi/AllA IL /» IT» THIN
/ :  (A*il<y'/AllAr**2 • * su .r/ w «mu
f*  / 2**2 * C h i i m j W
/I©  fi*t.***i
LYJCI • W S f t  *« I0Q*AIMT*/I0 . tf»»W X W 4,‘ / '/2 A




KIVT . HV1 ♦ I I JIT 
ftHODL hlHWt . 1 9 
/ftMoil /ft lioli . /  • LIA'I
r
C IL (liftLA M/ H THIN
« WdflM PNOHM /•HXT'S
C AT IT . /*LYJCT/A
t MU.m.N AND IP! Li/ I .HON
c FT O f LL:XT»V/








/  ft/1  /ft it n o
IL i f  <iT SMALL, / AMAI I 
/ABA ABSfZ,
IH/ABA U ./C IT I THIN
t l  i l H K / M H i * * ’  1 1 A l t , / /  in  m l tn * ©  n m u  
t* t i ” l ,4 MUM jW
/ l > / 2*/«” 2
LTXT lOO-MWN I00*ALXT»/I0 . 4 ©•WJCr*Z«i*/V.VA 
VKX1M iOTKMW*tAKXT*,/»0 BIAT»/4j 
ft VAIIIFT
LV.I LVI.LMCr 
LMKilfr FHKilfr IKTI 
LINT - LINT FKXT 
It HOUR MK NMI « I 0 
/ftlMft-R ■ /RHOLft • /  • HAT
( ILiIHUA Kg t> THIN
t moRM . pnorm  / n w r o s
( AT * ST * Z*HEXT/S
< BHLPtTN AND HPT IjQ I iTHLN
< F T O T ^ F f r 'V /





^  NtkftMAL ANDTRANSMfttSL PRL-AAitftL 
D dPRKS RQ I tTHLN
• WIIIIMOOl 0KR 





vexT‘ Vext . w a rn .»v « m i 0  5*mmw ~
wt>r******************••••*••••*••«*•*«•*••***•••*•****•••••**
SUBHOt/flNK PTI«S«<fTnT.R2I.R/J.Y./,SS>









r  eowiHrre FAcmn* h *  m m v H F .  n s  son
c  m  . v**a*( w m
r  bzz « 2**2N wrcm
BYY - Y**3*l FTTOVSt 
B22 • /••!•( f-TWi/SS
r
T WMru IS UABClt® 21 on |J ’
r
/IN .  .OFRRZtfZJ) 24 W-T 
MX • M*K<B2Ut/Jt /JDFT 
ABSX « AIvT,
c w u r tm v  .’in. m x . abs/-, / in, / ax , aus/  
r  wRrraa.v w .  r/j . r/ i, r/j
r  wBmsu»>- z ik t , dh.z . zi,ki-t  d r ./
c
r  BIN NIMBI® CONTAININfl I AND i
r
KMIN '  I » INTi /IN /DR.’ ,
KM AX * I * INTi 2 AX /DH7)
C WWTEliV KMIN,KN,'AX'. KMIN. KMAX
IFiKMAX BO KMIN) OO TO MO<*
r  distant!; across rnMPi m r bins jutw rn  i and j 
c
NB • KMAX KMIN 
Wl. . n.OATlNB l»*DR /
T
T DISTANT^  AC® OSS STB AD W.ID ORID BY I AND J
r
ZM*N » FtOA^KMIWDR./ 2!N 
/MAX • ABS2 2MIN Wl,
C
r  ai m rosmtiBimnNs to o w n  in* binst
/FACT • DR/MBS/
BVVf • BVY*2FATT 
B22f> - BZZ*ZFACT 
DO? II-KMBM.KMaX 1
m o t )  * PYYdl) . BYYF 
m tm  • 222(11) • B22F 
1 CONTINI®
T
C SIM TONIBIBt/nONS TO BIN STRADW.KD BY SMAtU* /r
2FAC-T - 2MW/ABS2 
m itt« N >  * m<KMW) * BYY’/J-AH 
P2/IIMIN) . WZlKMIN) . B2/VJ-ACT
V
V SIM CCMTBtBDTKfiiS TO BIN STKADIH I D BY I.AKOI* /(
/FACT * 2MAX/ABSZ 
FYYlKMAX) ■ PYYiKMAX) . BYWFAIT 
PZ&KMAX) « PZ2IKMAX) . R/ZWACT
OOTOSIO
000 FYYlKMAX) - FYY(KMAX) ♦ BYY 
FZARMAXl • F224KMAX) . BZZ
oio coNTommc
c
r  IM> OF FBBSSI !KK TBNSf*
KhTSJBN
»SD
c» • * * * • • • • * • • • • • • » • * • • • » • • • • • • • •
SUBBOUTINE < 1AIIS <WSOX,STtHV.XMIAN.V,
iMFi.rrr rraim  ia h.o 2t
t
C gMMtM dtMUMItlOA •»Qmi«>r
c NoMHKal Bk i(M
c
dill MM/Oi 
if UMt if 0, U»n
1 t«U rMBUHAnodoHM
*1 « ao*nnd«ii 10
«B tt»4(«M4.rowdnn)
y j  -> a ONi wduw I 0
i • »!••:« *i m j
If fl |« 10) go to I





v i * l 
H I 0 
ffldil
(
* v*Mdrv » u m i
i»i«m
•Hd
VBBOITINH BAND) SfaiD.MAMHiMi 
tM n .r r r  kfal*b ia  h o  /»
<•
T  rindani no |«iwr»h>r 
< Frt*» Mnnxn
T
d>niN« p w iit ix t  M »d,dapsim ,dlpO
d i l l  d a p }|« /a i4 ? iM M ? 0 d < V  
dm  d3ptl/3t4?«a t o i l  040/
w td ■ dnodllMOT Q40*MNKt.dap'‘ in> 
nndorn  ^ M d /d a p O
* o n
r
S lUtOiniNK Sin FH^KABD.N.NSHITH K«JiD>
IMH K'rr P I A I .M  (A H O  />
DLMINSION KAHDiN,
C
V  HioflW 4w c in B  i>v pritnoiinfi !*>’
( nndorn t t r *  i l  ■  umr
r
DO i l l ,  NSHITHF 
( Al l HANlH $M%0,BAND( iMi 
II INT|N*KANI>OM) . I 
CAl.t. BANDiSIl D.BANDOM)
13 lVr<N»BANDOM* * I 
il KAHlXlli 
J2 K A k Di U )






M BKOUTINK SWAIS DAK AA.WKK.Ni
imii r r r  rf^u.m  ia h o /)
DIMI>SKIN IWRKtN), AfNi.WBKiN)
C'
T wtwdM tiTty A Kii«d»m M W» H*i of indMti «
C
C  ftnt («pv A M*I0 WRK hv<Xdil»| lo H i*  Of#*




r  v«f>» WRK u»l«> A
Irfi J I I, N 
NhWRKiD
2 ( (IN T IN IT .
RIT1 RN 
KND
si w  (H nriNF. sKii is m jm x jw R  k.wrk.ry ,r / .r yt.b / t.n.adat.b«-* 1
IMW K IT BI AIAR »A HO / j 
DIMINMON RYlNi, R2(N». WRK<N,. IWRIDNi 
DIMENSION BYT(N». R/T<Nir
j i
DO » I I, N 
V RY<K 1 X 1 1 * 1  R V tli 
/  R/4KT?mX> R/,(li 
R S qRT (Y»*J ♦  /• • J )
IHB.I.T l OOI*Al,AT AND IN K K I*' ■*> THTN 
IWRKli)' I 
! i . l
IH J  OTft> ( K i W  2 
INDIF
1 C tJ N t IN IT
2 TONTINtT 
DO U  l, 0
tlWRKlI)
Y-RVi Ii BY(K®NTW(i / B2lf) R/(K1->m*»
RYT(J» R Y fR W n*) . (Al ATR0*S(*Y/AlAT 
R/T()f R/irF>ffV*i * lAl.AT R0*Si*2/AI AT
I ( cw nst l.
DO 4 11.6 
INDBX tWBK(l)
C i««|> y i'lttvdm ilM
WRKiT. BYll)
BY(t) > RYrINDBXj 
RYUNW5X) ®®K(t)
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cuntNsuRF.u »n » »WWF
C









XVrOT»«.CMtTtN • NSURET 
FREE - 20-XNTOT * 0 
C FREE » J flPXNTW 4 0
C
call m orrm .sfcK D i
DYL INKED) CALL UPDATU.U 
















c c c c re c c c c c c tc c c c rc c c c r r r rc T T c c rc c c  m ■< < < (r cccc *r  




r  this routine destroys one partkt e.chosin at random thi
C* DESTRUCTION IS OlVEN A MODIETEU IMHIVMAW rilASI I <4 
•KING ATCWTEU
c
FARAMfeTHHWART 100,MP Sft.MQ Th
implicit real** a m.o / ,  
CtHHM ON*0*TN«X(NPARnRYlNPARTW .NPART)
COM4CMMC1N IrtUCDNPARTLRYTiNPARTi.RZItNI'AR Ti
coMMONA»/Arr( »>,s.xr,Yr.zr1xc iv< -j,/rj.xsnm  xn,n
COMMflN/WJRFrt<IURF,NSOL 
COMMONIPARAMS/ BPAC.NMAX





. V2|NPART).DX<NPARTt,DY < NPA*T*.D?<NPARTi
CtJMMON/»M«mONI/FXT(NFART),n"nNPART).EVT(NI*ART».VXTiNT,ARr,
* VYTlNPARTVmtNPART>.DYT!NPAATn>*T.NPAHT>
t nMI /^»MOrTION|rDT.TFA4F.FJtlN.PX.PY,P/,TT*IW(g.E'Rli.| M AI I 
COMMGNICCKFl/ HKAA,TTAA,SSAA,WTAA,HSAA.STAA.












COMMON/BlA»UyNn04.(MKMgt.NU(m(MpKl OiMI'».l INKtNI'AR r. U .M1 
ART).
»:UYNljeNL.NI4CNI.Y.MLaWICIII4.<MI*>NWT44jMPlNUM .»







LOGICAL LINKED. I. SC ALE. LOCAL 
C




C IF (NSDRF OTO AND RANDOM OT D Si HTYP 2
c




C RETURN 9  THERE ARE NO PARTICLES 
C
V (NLOC Kg 0) RETURN
CALL RANtRE^URANDOMl 
II • aOATtNLan*RANDOM . I
i a m  id
IH HIT N, THEN
W Rrm j,«i») LN.H.Ni n r
Mi trnmu*h






















c  calculate ratio of mini s energy chanor on destruction






t «nl» li.YMi i.n,Mcl.nlnc.Arll«,rauo>Nr*t-
v <»<*l 2t, Hr Ml*)'. *».'t .11.4*. n ,i M«. »*>•» .2*4,4«,
c $ 4 * IU .# II  ',4», f#lio ,*l J M *.M k  ,*I2 S>
kirn
C
c DE.str ction act E3»n Di me x that n wn i s n u  he
I WITHIN II.NMAX1IE NOT.STOP THE RCN
C
( Il'iNSOI i g i i  STOP AAROH" NS<4 | IN DESTROY' "
C
c ipdatt: n and nsi re
c
N N  I
XN 1-nATlNt 
ti Eg h  THI N
NSOI. I
Ei.st
NSI RE NSURE I 
ENDIE
XVmr*FLttATTN ♦NSURF’i 
ERF3i - 20*XNTirr ) 0 
C ERER v 1 0 * x v rrrr  4 0
V
r  DESTROY THE PARTK1 E: AND UPDATE: TIK ENHIOY
C
Do 10 I LN 
RXII* 0 0
< RXdt RXil'b 
RYlli RYlMi 
m k i R /fM i 
VXdi 0 0
c vxii* vxij. i *
VY>I> VYiM i 
V/iJ> V /jl . l ,
RXTili 00
< RXTdi RXTfJ.b 
RYTtl* RYTlI.lj 
k/Tili R/TiM i 
VXTdi 00 
VYTtl>.0u 
v e rd io o
C VXTlli-VXTil» I*
C VYTUi VYTil It
C V Z T U i-m iM t
i ccntinue:
RY(N.l) . 00  
R /jN .li * 00  
RYTlNHj • 00
R/1(N»l) 00
VYlN.li • 00 
VUNUt 00  
VYTtN.li 00 
V C tlN H i-0 0
C IE rt.SCALEli CAI4. RES* AI.E
IE (l.INKET)) CAI I UpDATtl. It 
IEH m  A l) CAl I UW.OCIL 1,11,0 Ot 
HCCPIE Et'ONE l>ELTA 




C CAICUl ATF. MOOIETE4* bO  T/MANN EACTOR 
{'
C XNI Of - EI OAT<NS<< I
XM.OC * n.oAT<Ni cr»
CALL RAM* SOBLRANDOM) 
ffXRROtX<MU(ANDOM) THEN
*)#4l
c * r n  (L*•*) U.M«lRfo.*IWJ*66.fM«
« WO lonMKll,‘4ttllO)i',lk.‘t<M},4t,*a>'lil,4l.'fctoi>,2i4,4t. C I '0»IN«'.4111,4S.'fttM* \#.|2 $.4 |,TtttU J12i)
41*41c
29
Dsm turnoN Acasm & cH Bnt that n w*.l m x  bh 
within iijimaxhf not.stop the run
ff(NRQI) STOP AAROHM N*l IN DE«TROY'ur 
UPDATE N AND NSURF 
N-N I
XN*FUVC *A






FREE .  L0*XN?#'T >0
r  PRSR.SQ>X"nr 4 0c
C DESTROY THR PARTKTF: AND IJPDATK THE F3«* r)Y 
C














c  vxrm -vm iM i
VYTU)*VYT<'.>,
v r n i^ v r
26 COffiNUR k 
C W ( I K A U & V ^ * B m aLE
» (LB4KRD) CNWUpDAfti, I)















C m il  ROUTINE CALCULATES THR WiKROY OF PflERACTW** OF
par n r  lb i
c  wrm all pAmcLRs i nk i wrrotN a reduced distance 
cutoff of i 
c
PARAMBTUHNPART* MO)
implicit real** a aov>
COMMOMPOffTNRUt(NPARTLRY(NPAR1>JIANPART)
COMMONMRTN URXTlNPAR TLR YTiNPART),R ZTtNPART) 








COMMON/RMOTION I /FXTtN PART).FYT> NPARTVFZTc NPART), V XT(NPAR Ti. 
A VTTtWARl%VrnNPAR1\DT11|NPART).DZT(NPART)
COMMON/RMOTION M>T.TEMP,EIUN.PX^ Y .POEMF*1 o, MU-j-,1. scAl F. 
CNKW j a .
COMMONCflRFW MHAA.rrAA.SSAA.lfTAA.HSAA. \
*  KMRR.TIRfcSSRR.HTlE.HSftE.fTRR 
COMMON/COOP2/
SIOHHSQ, SIOTTSOl SIO SISQ. SIOHTXQ.S !G HS SQ, StOSTSQ. 
cirrHHSQ,cuTTTSO.cuTss*c "MTSQ.r t rTHs sg.r i n ‘ 1 *y
A KSPHISHIPT.I IWWUPI
common/m o w  xlamrdaW pjio 
commonccmpn ____  M
VSHlFTHW.MOHW.tCUTMW. VSHIFTTW, SIOTW /<  UnW 





Eli .  66 
x i r r a r  • oo 
RCTOT • 60
ra rr  • ooSI • S*S00 09 00 60 00 60 60 60
SUM FORCES ON | OVER I (St«t «iA wtcncOoM)









IPT * 0 
c c c
C «ni4 <1<*2)
CvitJ ItKMil (S*,»S,,f*»,,fl2.S,Yyt-,4 l i  >.‘«l*MI2 *>
IF (I I.RNIURF) CALL S»OIKmXLAMROA.StOSSSQJ#SSP,R6YNKW, 





if (i m  u r n s
<'






















CALL FORCfil HSAA.HSRR.HSAI LHSRO.SIOHSSQ.
RI JTaTj*«TOTJiU. YNEW.R Y( J».
ZNEWJIXd),











FYI.FY Lrai.F7J X' ITTHS %Q.
HSPHISHIFT.SLirRE A0>T4 J'lKN t 
CAM FORCE! STAA.STBO.STA ILSTBRSIOSTSQ. 
RUTOT.R«WT.RIJ.VNEW,RYTll».
ZNEW,RZ1tl).
FT I.KVTi.F35I.FTTi.C I ?TSTS Q. 
STPWSHIFT.SS.IPRES.ira.LPIWI)
«.SR














FORCFa FROM EXTFXNAi H U  D
|  FWT*00
HR MORI. 0 0 
HRHORR.OO 
HZRHOH, *00
HZRMCPR .0 0 ^











m m m . -a e  
tbbhoi*  -oo
tFlLWALDHRW 
K tlA M yK n TWN
CALL i»l»B4><N.VIHIimiW JNEW .I4IJKIim^mfW >.|j 
A mFWT.»»HO«U«MOM,HZ*HO»a,K«H(«t
CALL »Tm JW ,V»H»-TrW Jt,!>«W,LI*.*KiTW./-CI TTW.UJ









c c c c c c c c c c c c f c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c ^ T c c c c c r c c c c c c m c c r




C 11111 BOtmNB CALCULATES TWi WMWtOY OP MTHMmON OF 
PARTTLR 3
C WITH ALL PARTICLES i NE1 WmtIN A REDUCED DISTANCE
n w  or-1
c
PARAMBnat<NPART-SOOMP *OMQ-JT|
M P trrr  *bal«wa h.o z >
COMMONfl*OfrNMX(NPART)E Y|NPART)EZ<M,ART *
COMMON/POtlN 3 AUCTlNPAR T>E YTfNPART>,R /Ti N P a* r, 
COMMONER IA(CC( JO t, S.XC, YC.XC .XC L YC L/C 1.X' ”.XN.N
COMMON/PARAMV BFAC.NMAX .
COkOtON/TEMPOR/ XNEW.YNEW.ZNEW.XlNKW.Yl^* *TNKW 
COMMONJSURFAISURP.NSnt 
COMMONTWALLPLWALL
C(RIMONmM<mGN/MDNPARTUY<NPAATU7.*'VmvXiNVAR 'Pi, VYiM* 
AAT), .
♦ VZ|NPART),DX(NPARTm j. iNPAE1 'OZiNPARTl
COMMON/»MOTlONIAiXT(NPART>,lrYTlNPART>,Pn‘tNPART),VXT(NPAR t‘>. 
A VYTl NPAR T>, VZT| NPAR TU> YTt NP ART. . DZTf Np A RT>
rnMMON/RMCTrK»Ma>T, fTXP,PJON,P)CPY,P/,r»4i ' y,(R| j.l S( AI I
rOMMON/RTABl.&NCPXMMP.MO>.NtUm<MPl.t.OlMPi,I.INIC(M'Akr,.lnM'
ART),






CIJTHMiH iaci7rm ftcvTiiiQ ,cim rrso,cuTH 8so,cuTiT*Q
COMMONCOQT/










c BU - 00 
BI8TCTT • 00 
BBTOT • 00 
PINT . 00 
88-1*1 
FVI - 00 
FXI - 00 
FT) * 0.0 
FBI « 0 0 
FTT1 -0 0  
F*T» - OO 
PYTJ- 00 
FXT1 - 00 
BEES • 0
r r  - o
c
C WHAT CELL AM  WE
C BHCALL CUB UNIT! ABB H)OM I TYM ft ALL DIRHTIONS 
C
IX • I
c a  • i>m <xMEW*xc3) • xnl/xo ♦ i
IY - wm (TNBW.YT0 • YNL/YC)
H * IMfnllMP8‘ « ’J) • ZHUtin 
V (B LT 0) u 0 
F r a  (ML NLZi It * NLZ *
» . « *NU*nr * n u *b
C SUM FORCES ON I OVER J {Start at*  MMWMt RMWMOMt)
C
C wnt* (LMS) i.y*»* pRttajRta.MM*
C«IJ faraat <>t.»8,ty .Vfll i .v t - - .n l  8,Y8- ,J,IJS.Y»t*,.f l i  I)















LOOP OVER ( m i  
DO 10 Nl-LNEMRI1)
PCX A NEIGHBOR INO CELL AND OBT THE FUST PARTTLE IN IT 
IPNCELMF.NI)
IP (JPKQO. GOTO »
M-tlJPl
BUNKO) THEN 
X IS DUMMY LOOP VAR I ABU.
DO 10 X*LN
THEBE IS AT UsAST ONE PARTICLE IN THIS CELL 
tt> ll NK Ji THIN











( ALL KRtTWHTAA.WTlR.lfTA ILHTBO.SIOIfl'SQ, 
b »m»r Atrmr.Eu.Yr «swe Vd». 
ZTNKW,R*il>.
nrn.PY i.F/Ti.p/ i .n m f rso. 
irmmmPTsvwTtEvrPTaJTKN >
CALL KRCUTTAA.nOR.rtA 1 iTTW. SKmsg. 
RI JTOT.ROTOT.EU, YTNKW.R YTl I», 
Z1NKW.R m il.
PYREYTI JTTl.KZTJ.r I fTITSO, 
nPMI8lflFr.SS.IPBKEIPT.LPTKNi
U.Si; IKd I.KNMRK) TION
CAIX FOBCMHSAA.HSBB.HSA I LHSBOStniLSSQ,









U SE V IILKNSUBF) THEN














FYLFYIE’/LFW .Cirm SQ 
SSPII IS HIFT. SS.IPRia. IPr.LPThN»
ENDIF
« tl m | l  4Si wntriLWS) i.}.K.n(»ff,«i)





C OKI NEXT PARTK LK IN THIS CPU.
C
1 * LlNKil)
IFll fig l OllPiXwm* IS
(





























* .PZLETNT.HRHOB L HR HOUR, H/R MOE1 „ MZR IK H-S
* .aMIUM.ERHSUM.lPRES.Iin.LPTVN)
call iOvTm.iw.vsHiprrwjriMiw,i.»i.*ictTw./t i rrrw iai
* J'ZTl.HKr.TH ’ IOBUTR MOBR.r/R MOM ,TZR H OPR
* .PLTSUM,PimifM.B«ES.U,T.tPT»l>
else









crrccT C C rrcT C C C crcrcT rcrnT C T C T rrrn  ( T a T n e c n n
r c c c c r r c c c c c c c c c c r c c c r
c
SI IMCHfriNK CHAKHW ivn
c
PAR AMKIERlNPAKT*S00.MP vf MQ JTt 









XW,,YNLJf.Nl.NLX.NLY.NL/.*lfTa.MMP>.NS(T1.l fMP),Nl LSI «
DIMENSION LOMPt.LMAXi IOOi 
V
XN1. » aOAT(M X)
YNt - PLOAttNLYl 
*Nl - H OATlNUi 
NL2*NUC»NLY 
NL) « NLX • NLV • NU 
r  ZERO ARRAYS 10 a u  
DO t LL-LNL1 
LOfLL) * 0 
LULL) .  0 
NPCMXlLLi • 0





C PW EACH PARTICLE IN A CELL 
C AND LINK IT TO




C DC « INTI (RXHd XCI) * XNUXC) . »
IV * INTI <RYll).YC2> * YMACi 
IZ * DfD (R7( I>»/('?) • ZNL//(>
P i t t  IT  0| K - 0  
•> <n OR- NLZ) Xt * M Z t 
r  • IX . NLX*IY * Ni.3*U
(Kll
c uy.nriu.jrc.yw.u.f *<»,«, it*)
m i  f«m*xNVJfio>.iMno i!
<0*1
IHIP OT.NLJ) OOTO <m 
NfCRLUIPl • NPCELUIP. 4 |
IF (I L& NSURP) NSCKLEUP) > Nsm.L(IP> . I 
X*CI> - *
C MR IS LAST PARTICLE IN CELL IP 
ME .  LI(tP>
< wwmS.m I) i.ryi'i.noLit.iy.tAtp.m*




C NO cmffiR PARTK1ES IN THIS CELL (IPi YET
C SET I TO HE THE FIRST AND LAST PARTICLES 011*1
C
LttIP/ * I 
LKIPt* I 
USE
LDRt PARTICLE I TO THE LAST PARTICLE IN CE1X IP
31
AND SET i TO BE THE NEW LAST PARTtCLF: IN CREE *'
LDiKrME) * I 
LICIPI * I 
ENDIP 
(ONTTNIiR
com w. ite  CHAIN
CONNEf" FIRST AND ! AST PARTICLE
DO 4 IP * I. ,fl.|
ME * LI|IP>
IP (MRNEIX LBVKfMP . E0iB»<
CnNTfNITi
CHECK ON LINK ARRAYS 
PRINT OUT PARIK LPA IN EACH 
CHI BASED ON L0 AND LINK
IP <#**INT K0 t ) THEN
DOf ^»|,.NL»M
MEE&IP)
C I.MAXl > Wil l. CONTAIN PE ... . ‘-S IN CI RRI ; L PRINTY-D 
T / w
£  IF WE FIND THEM ALL OR ^4 liMPTY W  
* I.MAXl l»* ME ■”  W
IPi ME-EQOi THEN 
( CP3.L IP IS EXHO-Y ’
WRm:iJ.?I0» IP. fl.MAX<KKi.KK M<
ELSEIM
Ml. LINKiME) 
if <me; ni. i .qiipi) ( l in o  t>
‘ THAT IS. IF WE HA VENT (TIME BACK TO E1RST
•,'•!'(t k i e,  o o  back
(mil*W ISE IP WE HAVE. w
I » \




NIT DEI) WHEN (IT.L Wl»EJ( IJOTI OS
m i I3cpw*m 'tw r i
¥
<»** scum <2.270) 'V IY. 1 
BRITT <2.210 RWi. R *ih
EORMATCRXll). RYU). RZ»I. A»o «OvSP .V2X.E»07» 
H)RMAT|IA.2X,2SI><
W  FORMAT'IN .27MIX. IV. I/.. I* E REAP .N JXI*m 




PARAMETERfNPAR t SQO.MP Vft.MQ27,
iM n rrr  reai*» a h.o  *»
( O M M O N m T A B l.l% /N (T I.I »M P.M (J).M  iO H .M IM  0(MP».l IN K i N P A R T M C i NT
ARTt.
XNL.YNI,*ZNUNI.X*I V.M Z*W E3 l <MIN.NRmi »MPi*l 2.NM 
COMMON/WAII 2/1 W'Al I
I CMiK AI I.WAI.I
SET I'P A TAM E <X M.IOHIKM RIM. ( |J  I S 
NLX I NLX. I 
NIVI NLV*I 
Nl*.I
SET ARRAY NCKI.L TO /J  JIO 
DO 10 I I.NU 
DO 101*1.27 
NCEJ U U) 0 
( I  IKTIN IT
E1H. IN THE TABLE
I.CM? OVER AU. n o o n  s
DO I II X LM X 
DO ) II.Y I.M.Y 
DO I I t /  I N I /
IP ILX-NI.XNII V 11*M 2*tll /. I, 
l I
|(M ?  OVER All NEHiMBOlRINti (13 IS 
DC 2
DO I IX l.(
DO I IV I *
DO I 1/ L»
IX I
IX H X.IX ?












































7.1 * 0  total  momf ntijm  a n d  CAi.ruLATH
r  VXd>-VXd> PX/XNTOT
VYd>-VYd>PY/XVTOT 
vw>-v*d) ra * v ro r  
FKW-EXN ♦ VXrf|**2 . VYdl**2 • VZd>»»2 
wo cowtINi1
IF(MUW m  OiTHFN 
DO 101 !• I.NSURF 
VYItn-VYTtl) PY/XNTtrr 
Vm»)-VZT(Jt ML/XNTOT 




C   ICALB HMNRATUBB AND t’HW'B TOTAL MOMENTUM
°  esc a jv> sqa Tcn-xi* q* m h * jc in i
c •rtlNJ.Wi etc tit












n n * v M )
RXIN.BXIN . VY<fi*»2 ♦ V7d>*»:
110 rONTWllE








KXIN»FXIN . VVTd>»*2 . V/Tili**? 
ns roN iw im  
KNDIF




c t e s t
IF (TEMP EQ 00» TEMP ff-MPRg
CTF.IT
KNDIFr
........................................... *•♦<«•**** •• ** •< .......... * •
SUBROUTPffi KBIT ALB 
PAX AMKTtaMNPAAT. S00>
M f ir r r  rkalm<a h ,<>/i
COMMGN^ ARAMS/ BFAC.NMAX




COMMON/BMffilON I /FXTfN PAX T|, FYTt NPARTj, F7T< NPAR T).V XT f NPA R T. 
A VYTlNPARTl.VZTlNPARTi.PYTi NPARlYnZUNPANTi
C«IMON/BMOTION2/DT.TFMP,KXIN.PX.I*Y.W,TFMPIIO.FF»l,l «  Al I 
COMMGN/S1 HEMS URF.N SOL 
l.nOK'AL IJCAEF C
C itK ili M» moHwniwm ind »mpm5*r« N i..wib* « <kiu«cu<>n


















IF (NtURE OT 0) THEN 
DO 240 l-l nsurf 










r  vxd>«vxd>px/x*mrr 
VY<o*VY(j> pY/xvrrrr 
»TEd)*vao ra/xwoT
LXIN tXIN . VYdi**2 ♦ VW»|«2 
*00 CONTINUE
IF INSURE OT 0i THFN 
DO »0» MNIUXF
vytuovytui PY/xvrrrr 
vztij^ vzt(I» F /A vnrr 




C ICAI.K TEMPI*ATLML AND THFrX TOTAI MOMLNTt’M
C
CSTAI.K SOPTi fTMIU 7»FXIWX IN) 
d f  *1
c «nlr<2.«**4i vKil*
(M l f Of HUM (M.'CKlIflltKlIfl > U  5)
Cltll
v px oo
( PY 0 0
r  vt oo
r  fxin oo
DO 510 I IN
r  VXdi VXdlV'SC Al I
VY’di VYdiN M AII.
\ t ih  VXdiVM AIJI. 
v PX-PX»VXdi
r PY *PY*VYdi
r  IV W..v/di
f IXIN-FXIN.VXd^J . VYd,**2 . V/d.**2
5|0 COVnNLF
II (NSI.'XF (IT 01 TIB.N 
DO 515 M.NFLRF 
( VXTdi VXTd»H‘< AI.I
VYTrli- NTIdiN M AI I 




( FJtIN KXIN . VYTd.oj .
515 ((iNTINI’F:
I N DIP f







c (T (*cT C T rrrcT rfT m T C 'rT T rrrcT (T < (T (r( 'f‘< Y T crcrT rrc  
c c r m c T c r c r c c c r r r f T c r '  
c
51 WWJimNi: MOVh SF3iD.PS i C
( THIS ROITBMF MOVES ONE PARTin l.riKISIN AT RANDOM THE 
MOVE
V IS OIVFN THE L SI Al. Rd.T/.MANN OIANCT OF RKIN(< A( ('K»rTV.D
C





roMMON/SI !RF/N5« RF.NSU 
COMMON/PARAMS/ BFAC.NMAX
((IMMrWdFMWlR/XNtiW.YNI'A'./NE^’.XTNlWVTSE^/rM-U- 








DOM M< *N/BMOTIoN*DT.TFMP,FX INJ*X, PY .IV.TFNIPR Q.ERFF.L ST Al I 












LOOK*At LWKRDJ.WAJJJ.orAl. 3 4
C
DATA WO MlW JW m/
c
c  choose THE p article to  be movedc
CALL RAND<SISKD.RANDOM>
II * PLClAT(N*NSURH)*RANr>OM. t
it y p .  i
I * II
IE (11 OT N> THEN 
m r p .  j  
I * II N 
INDIE 
C
C CAl TULATH KNIJU1Y OE PAR TIT LI I IN PRESENT POSH HN 
C
C XNEW * RX(I>
YNEW .  RY(f)
2NEW . II 2(1)
C XTMW .  RXT(I)








C SIIIET COORDINATES Of |-ARIKH I
C
II- (ITYP KQ IITI15N 
C CAIJ. RAND<SiXD.RANDOM>
C KNEW »RX< T) *PSN 2 0*R ANDOM I Oi
CALL RANtK SUED. RANDOM,
YNEW*RYll)*Pt*CJ9»RANDOM I 0)
CALL RANDcSKIUMtANDOM)
ZWCW.RZ(I).PS*( JO* RANDOM t Ot 
ELSE
C CAU RANDdKfcD,RANDOM)
C X*TNRW*RXTl !>•{**•( 2 0*RANDOM 10.
CALL RANJXSEED.RANDOM)
YTNKW-RYT(l)«PS*f2 OMANDOM I Oi 
CALL RAND<SEED,RANDOM)
2TNEW -R/Tl I )* PS*( 10*RANDOM l Oi 
LNDIE 
C
C IMPUsMWT PERIODIC BOUNDARY MNDITIONS
C
YNEW. YNEW YC*ANWT(YNEW/YCi 
IE ( NOT LWALL) KNEW /MW /C*AN|Vn/N»W VJ i 
YTI«W. YTNEW YC*ANWTrYTNEW/VC)
»•' ( NOT LWAUi ZTNEW ZTNI-W /,C»ANlNTt/TNIW7/c ,
C










C ACCEPT W BETTER ENERGY 
C
IftKNEW |.T LOLD) THEN 
C
C MOVE ACCEPIED MAKE THE MOVE AND l IDA IT Till ENERGY 
C








































c c c T c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c rc c c c c r r c f r r r r c c r c c c c rc c r r c c T c





IMH-RTT REALNkA H .O /i
COMMON E*OSTN DRXTi WAR r>,R YT< NPARTkR ZT< SPAR T) 
fOMMON/SURFNSURF.NSCX.





C • •  ROUTINE: TO IDENTIFY ATOM CM TIERS IN A CONETGIRATION 
• •
(* *• ••
V  THIS ROUTINE: SORTS N ATOMS INTO CLUSTERS DETtNElD JY A
• I
C *• CRITICAL CM STIR RADIUS, AND COUNTS THE! NEMOIR OE 
ATOMS IN •*


















Rn.SO NCI * RCl. 
tNDX - I 
c
C •* SET IT  THE SOR11NO ARRAY ••
C
Do 10 I » I. NSURE 
III) . I 
ISI/Eil) 0 
LISTdi - 0 
10 CONTINUE 
C
c  *• sort the n .esters
c
DO SO I - I NSIKE !
IE « I EM 1 .1) ) THIN
J * 1
RX1 RSI J ,
RYI MS Id)
R/J R /ID ,
DO 20 K - I . I. NSURE
IK , ,; Ki
IE ( IK  IXj K ) THIN 
RXJ< . RXI RXTiK)
RYU . RYI RYTlK)
R/Ji< * R/J RZTtK)
RXJK RX1K ANWT i RXJK i 
RYJK • RYJK ANWT(RYIK)
R/JK - R/JK ANINT t R/JK »
RJKSQ RXJK * RXJK . RYJK * RYJK . R/JK * R/JK 
C
IE ( RJKSQ LK RCI.SQ ) THIN 
tSI/IH.Ki ISIZEJt <))> • I 
IE' (M /Ul.K) EQ NGANCI) THEN 
IE tl.fl) NE; USTlWDX l»  THEN 
MST(WDX) 1.(1) 






BOX Of t .IT LENGTH CENTRED AT Till- ORKHN
MI J 1*1.M l
S K K iD A R D  1 ( OMP PHYS. V .  2YI, is r r  
PRINT P A L  V A R IA B L E S
IN'II GI* N 
INTl c.ER rr
INTlJil R I (N) 
INTMIER NIT
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APPENDIX B: FIGURES FROM THESIS
Figure I: Clay swelling diagram.
As pressure is applied to the layers of clay and liquid, they 
expand forming extra complete layers between each layer.
Figure 2: Solvation force as a function of distance.
As the distance between the solid layers increases, the 
solvation force oscillates and decays.
r
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Figure 3: Diagram of the created system for Monte Carlo system.
Walls 1 and 2 are fixed, wall 3 moves. Structrued liquid is 
adsorbed on the walls, and the rest of the space is filled with 
unstructured bulk fluid.
Figure 4: Particle Density Profile
This density profile corresoponds to the system used for MC 
simulation, showing structured and unstructured liquid 
(tensities and space for the wall.
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Figure S a-b: Diagram of system used for Molecular Dynamics
(a) This is the inital configuration of the MD system. No fluid is 
adsorbed initaily.
(b) The eventual configuration should be two layers with 
structrued, adsorbed liquid between them.
distance
Figure 6: Relationship of Omega Total to various initial separations
This system shows a good deal of noise, which needs to be 
• eliminated to determine the true nature of the relationship
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APPENDIX C: GENERAL RESULTS OBTAINED FROM MONTE CARLO
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Prom this graph the number of accepted moves does not change 
for all types of moves: moves (MACC), creations (CACC), and 
destructions (DACC), and wall moves (WACC). Wall moves are 
shown to be significantly less than ail other moves.




Number of Particles vs. Move Number
From this graph, it is shown that the number of particles remains 
appproximately the same: between 146-153
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The Probability of Occurence of the Number of Particles Contained
This system produces a normal distribution of particles. The 
average number of particles is slightly less than 150 for this
particular system
Move Number
Average Potenial Energy of the System vs. Move Number
As the slight trend in increasing energy indicates, the system has 










Average Pressure vs Move Number
As the slight trend in increasing pressure indicates, the system 
has not quite come to an equilibrium after 2 million moves.
